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As the industry’s key trade associations await a ruling from the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
updating HUD’s 30-year-old RV definition —perhaps clarifying the
difference between mobile RVs and sedentary housing — the “tiny
house” movement continues to grow across the country, including,
of course, in RV parks and campgrounds.
Call them whatever you want, these low-cost, new-wave abodes

may become as common throughout the U.S. as they’ve become on
reality TV. And an array of park operators have begun to embrace
them as yet another form of alternative accommodation.
Indeed, time marches on with or without HUD, the Recreation

Vehicle Industry Association, the National Association of RV Parks
& Campgrounds and a range of other organizations scrambling to protect the RV industry’s 
long-held status as a self-regulating business sector catering to a specific mobile kind of lifestyle
product not designed for permanent habitation.
Talk, for example, to Robert Drakeford, a former university professor operating eight-year-old

Oasis Campground in North Carolina’s golf country. Drakeford’s busy year-round, 50-site park 
includes everything from pull-throughs to geodesic domes to tepee tents and, yes, a 312-square-
foot custom tiny house. 
“We always look at future trends,” said Drakeford. “And we began looking at tiny houses. So, 

we went to a company that manufactures metal buildings that basically you can design to zoning
specifications and that building cost us about $5,500 for a 12- by 26-footer. We insulated it and 
basically put it on blocks and built a bathroom inside of it. And it’s got a futon and a Frontgate 
bed-in-a-box. We built the whole thing from scratch for under $10,000. And everybody wants to
get in it. So, we’re building another one in the next couple of days. It’s really a tiny house, which is
part of the tiny house movement, and it blends in with everything else we have.”
Meanwhile, Greg Batt’s Prizer Point Marina & Resort, Cadiz, Ky., an elaborate facility with a floating

restaurant, is in the process of adding a whole section for tiny houses and park models in which cus-
tomers can locate their own units on an annual basis. Thirty of the subdivision’s 52 sites, situated across
the street from his Kentucky Lakes KOA Prizer Point, are already accounted for. He plans to set aside
150 total sites there during the next three years in a world that, he too, sees as rapidly changing.
“Yes, it is,” said Batts, who’s not real concerned about the specific definitions. “I think a lot of peo-

ple are looking for second homes — places they can kind of retire to or spend the weekends at and
just get away. And this is a very economical and friendly way of doing it versus spending several 
hundred thousand dollars on a condo that’s not really any bigger than a park model camper.” WCM

Time Marches on for the ‘Tiny House’ Movement
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Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park Camp-Re-
sorts across much of the country antici-
pate a very strong summer camping
season, with reservations at most camp-
grounds eclipsing last year’s figures.
“Jellystone Parks posted a 12.8% in-

crease in same-park revenues in 2015
compared to the previous year, and it’s
looking like we are well on our way to
surpassing last year’s occupancy and
revenue figures,” said Rob Schutter,
COO of Milford, Ohio-based Leisure
Systems Inc. (LSI), franchisor of 82 Jelly-
stone Parks across the U.S. and Canada.
Several parks sold out for Memorial

Day weekend, and most Jellystone Parks
are also reporting advance reservations
running well ahead of last year’s figures,
according to an announcement from LSI.
“We sold out quicker than normal for

Memorial Day,” said Larry Ladd, general
manager of the Jellystone Park in Pierce-
ton, Ind. “Fourth of July is also sold out.
While we haven’t been open very long,
the weekends have been very busy.
Cabin reservations are very brisk.”

This Year Looks Even Better Than 2015
for Many Jellystone Park Camp-Resorts

everyone in the room has the same goal.
“We’re really not in the RV business or the

campground business. We’re in the memory-
making business, the getaway business,”
O’Rourke told the RV industry. “People love
to camp.”

Along with O’Rourke, Recreation Vehicle
Industry Association (RVIA) President Frank
Hugelmeyer talked about the industry’s 
position, noting that it’s just seen the most
successful six months since 1980 and said all
economic indicators are positive. “We’re in
very, very good shape here,” he said. And
that mirrors good momentum in camp-
grounds, Hugelmeyer added. “We have an 
inventory problem for campgrounds, a great
opportunity for private campgrounds.”

He noted, though, that the industry is 

Record Crowd of RV Industry Players
Gathers for 4th Annual Power Breakfast

Toby O’Rourke, chief fran-
chise operations officer for
Kampgrounds of America
Inc. (KOA), joined key leaders
of the RV industry and politi-
cal leaders in Elkhart, Ind.,
May 12 in addressing more
than 800 key RV players at
the 4th Annual RV Industry
Power Breakfast at the
RV/MH Hall of Fame.

O’Rourke brought the
campground perspective to
many of the movers and
shakers in the RV industry,
and she also brought details
of the 2016 Topline North
American Camping Report,
which KOA commissioned.

“Truly the face of camping
is changing,” O’Rourke told the packed
crowd. While she noted the record string of
growth RV manufacturing has seen, and that
KOA’s reservations are up 20% so far in 2016,
“What’s happening five to 10 years out really
centers on this new camper.

“The new camper values quality,” she
said at the event, facilitated by RVBusiness
magazine, sister publication to Woodall’s
Campground Management.

O’Rourke also congratulated the RV indus-
try on innovations which help serve new
campers’ desires to camp in groups, things
like external TVs and kitchens on RVs. “The
brands that are going to win with Millenials
are going to win with technology,” she said.

While she went through many details of
the report, O’Rourke said that in the end,

The three-day event drew representatives
from about 60 to 65 Texas parks, according to
Brian Schaeffer, TACO’s executive director
and CEO.

The annual event included industry, 
legislative and legal updates; educational
sessions; a tradeshow with 39 vendors;
TACO’s annual awards program; and various
social events.

The meeting started with a roundtable dis-
cussion of several key issues affecting park
operators, including difficulties securing a
permit to build new parks or expand existing
parks; challenges removing problem guests;
as well as complications with changing fed-
eral regulations involving park model RVs,
which TACO is addressing in consultation
with the National Association of RV Parks
and Campgrounds (ARVC)and the Recreation
Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA).

Schaeffer reminded park operators that
TACO’s legal and government affairs repre-
sentatives can help with each issue. He also
pointed out that TACO recently secured a
change in state law that gives park operators
the right to shut off the electricity to park
guests who have not paid their fees. Educa-
tion and relationships are key, however, and
he also noted that it’s up to park operators to
reach out to their local law enforcement 
officials to make sure they are up to date on
the latest RV park laws so that they don’t 
confuse civil landlord-tenant disputes with
trespassing laws that apply to Texas camp-
grounds, RV parks and resorts.

The first day’s lineup also included a 
TACO – continued on page 29

Power Breakfast – continued on page 26

The Jellystone Park in Bloomington,
Ind. is also seeing strong business. “July
Fourth RV sites are also already com-
pletely booked, and there are several
weekends in June and July that our 
cabins are completely booked,” said
park manager Rachael Stine.

Libby Foss, who co-owns and operates
the Madison, Maine, campground with
her husband, Jeff, said, “The reservations
for summer are looking very good.”
“The rest of the season is looking very

good,” said Kay Pott, who co-owns and
operates the Cave City, Ky., Jellystone
with her husband, Bill, and daughter,
Emily Moss, adding that park revenue
has been up 22% so far this year with no
price increases.
Many Jellystone Parks anticipate a

busy summer camping season, includ-
ing the Jellystone Park in Larkspur, Colo.,
which reported some of the strongest 
increases in business.
“Our January reservation revenue

was up 60% over January 2015; February
was up 45% over last February; March
was up 27% over last March; and April
was up 30% over last April,” said Ian
Steyn, who co-owns and operates the
park with his wife, Sally. 
He added that 2015 set an all time

record for the campground.
The Jellystone Park in Sturbridge,

Mass., for its part, is also seeing an 
increase in business. “Seasonal campers
seem to be on the rise. Rentals are also
doing very well,” said James Leaming,
the park’s general manager.” WCM

TACO Spring Meeting & Trade Show Attracts
A Crowd of Park Owners, Vendors and Experts
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Toby O’Rourke

The show floor is a popular part of TACO’s annual gathering in Kerrville.

But thanks to heavy spring rains and to a
scheduling change that resulted in the meet-
ing being held about two weeks earlier than
normal, TACO Spring Meeting attendees
were treated to unusually vibrant displays of
Texas Bluebonnets and other wildflowers
along the roads leading into Kerrville as well
as beautiful views of the Guadalupe River and
grassy hillsides covered with oak trees that
appeared a lot more lush and green than they
normally do at the gathering.

Roughly 175 campground operators, ven-
dors and industry officials gathered in Ker-
rville, Texas to attend the annual Spring
Meeting and Trade Show of the Texas Asso-
ciation of Campground Owners (TACO) April
17-19 at Guadalupe River RV Park and the
nearby Inn of the Hills Conference Center.

The meeting in the heart of the Texas Hill
County happened the same place TACO has
held its annual meetings every year but one
since 1999.

‘The public is very demanding,’ said consultant Jayne 
Cohen during one of the seminars, ‘and when they don’t 
get what they want, they put it on the Internet. The goal 
is to deliver the experience that your ideal camper wants.’

KOA, Keystone RV Again 
Team On Summer Contest

During the summer of 2016, Kamp-
grounds of America Inc. (KOA) is again 
pairing with Keystone RV Co.— the leading
manufacturer of towable recreational 
vehicles — for the “What’s Behind The 
Yellow Sign” Giveaway.

This summer campers will be able to
enter to win a brand-new 2016 Keystone
Bullet Ultra Lite Crossfire RV, with a manu-
facturer’s suggested retail price of $18,177.
One lucky winner will drive away with their
new RV along with a $100 KOA gift card.

The Bullet Ultra Lite Crossfire is designed
to be easy to tow using more fuel-efficient
crossovers, cars and trucks. It’s sleek and
smooth on the outside, and loaded with 
special features and conveniences inside.

KOA’s “What’s Behind The Yellow Sign?”
Giveaway began May 4 and runs through
Aug. 31. Campers can enter by going to
www.BehindTheSignGiveaway.com, or vis-
iting KOA’s Facebook page at www.face-
book.com/KOAKampgrounds/. There is no
purchase necessary to enter or to win. 
Official entry rules can be found at
www.BehindTheSignGiveaway.com.   WCM
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Canadian campground owners were
blindsided in late April when news
broke nationally that the Canada 
Revenue Agency (CRA)believes certain
campgrounds aren’t eligible for the
small-business tax rate.
One family-run campground in

southwestern Ontario is facing a tax bill
of nearly $250,000, the trade group
Camping in Ontario reported.
The CRA said the campground’s

principle purpose is to derive rental 
income instead of providing a service,
so it should be paying three times what
small businesses pay.
“I actually thought this was a scam

when I first received the letter from
CRA,” the campground owner, who did
not want to be identified, said in the an-
nouncement from Camping in Ontario.
“This will wipe out our savings — which
we were going to use to upgrade the
septic system and roads in our park.”

Terrie Sage and her husband own
80-site Sage Campground in Cam-
bridge, Ontario.
She said they learned of the change

last fall, when CRA notified them that
they owed an additional $36,000 for the
2013 and 2014 tax years.
If that amount wasn’t paid immedi-

ately, they’d be on the hook for $250 per
month in interest charges.
“My husband’s family has been 

operating our campground since 1968.
It’s just the two of us and we work long
hours each camping season to provide
our campers with a great experience.
We pay our taxes on time, we do our 
paperwork properly, but according 
to CRA we now have to pay tens of
thousands of dollars extra,” Sage said.
Industry officials argue that camp-

grounds provide a service similar to
that of hotels and motels, both of which
are usually eligible for the small 
business tax rate.
“They sell firewood, most of them

have stores, a lot of them have restau-
rants, some of them have laundromats,
places where you can clean your ATV.

These are all services,” said Alexandra
Anderson, the executive director of
Camping in Ontario.
“Camping is about celebrating the

great outdoors and is an integral part of
our nation’s history and our identity as
Canadians,” Anderson said. “Nearly 5.8
million Canadians go camping each
year, along with numerous interna-
tional visitors who want to experience
the natural wonder of our country. We
don’t want to believe that it is the CRA’s
intention to destroy family-run camp-
grounds, but that’s exactly what will
happen if their decisions are not 
reversed.”

Shane Devenish, executive director
of the Canadian Camping and RV
Council and the  Canadian RV Associ-

ation, said the issue seemingly came
out of nowhere. “This thing came up 
so fast, it surprised us,” he told
Woodall’s Campground Management in
early May. “Now that the word is out,
everybody is justifiably freaked out.”
He said Sage’s concerns are well

founded. “It could triple and quadruple
taxes, and they’re going back three
years. We have 2,300 private camp-
grounds across Canada and we’re figur-
ing it could impact 50% to 75% of them.
“This could put many, hundreds, out

of business,” Devenish said.
There’s a lot of questions about the

CRA ruling, as well. Devenish said it 
applies to campgrounds with fewer
than five full-time employees. “We’re
trying to get a definition from the 
government as to what qualifies.
There’s some things out there that say
it’s the equivalent of a certain amount
of hours, which many part-time 
employees have,” he explained.
Right now all eyes are on the four

pending tax appeals. “Depending on
how that process goes, they may be
looking at more campgrounds,” he
warned.
The camping industry is also

launching a campaign to educate all
members of Parliament, ministers and
the CRA on the issue and on the impor-
tance of Canada’s camping community
with the help of the Canadian Federa-
tion of Independent Businesses
(CFIB).
Canadians can sign the online peti-

tion on the site hosted by Change.org at
tinyurl.com/h8awjgt, join the Face-
book group www.facebook.com/Cana
diansForCamping/ and tweet their
support for camping in Canada @Cdns
ForCamping.
“CRA is punishing these hard-

working, middle-class small-business
owners by taxing them more than three
times the rate of other small businesses
— rates higher than even the largest
corporations,” said Dan Kelly, CFIB
president.
CFIB and Camping in Ontario are

working to push the Department of
Small Business and Tourism, Finance
Canada and the CRA to make changes
that ensure campgrounds are recog-
nized as small businesses and pay the
same taxes as other small businesses.
— Justin Leighty WCM

The Michigan Association of Recre-
ation Vehicles and Campgrounds
(MARVAC) announced the launch of its
new website, www.michiganrvand-
campgrounds.org.

The site features articles pertaining
to the RV lifestyle, traveling and popu-
lar Michigan destinations along 
with Michigan RV & Campgrounds
magazine in digital format.

“The website is a great motivator
for people who have been considering
purchasing an RV or returning to the
RV lifestyle,” said Bill Sheffer, director
of MARVAC, in the announcement.
“There is a lot of interesting informa-
tion on the site showcasing the 
delights RVing brings families.”

In addition to the articles, the web-
site features a calendar listing festivals,
art shows and other events including
MARVAC’s camper and RV shows. A
Michigan map, divided into five regions,
highlights MARVAC RV dealers, camp-
grounds, RV service centers, as well as
additional points of interest. For RV and
camping enthusiasts, the website gives
detailed information on MARVAC mem-
ber campgrounds and RV parks to help
travelers make educated decisions on
places to stay that have the amenities
and activities they are looking for. WCM

MARVAC Launches
New Website

Gibbs Joneshas been camping at the
Jellystone Park at Whispering Pines in
Tyler, Texas, for more than six years. He
was camping there two years before
Don Tardy acquired the property and
converted it to a Yogi Bear’s Jellystone
Park Camp-Resort.
But he said he keeps going back 

because each year Tardy and his family
offer more and more activities, and they
continually reinvest in the park to make
it better than it was the year before.
“He’s expanded the pool deck, and put
in new pickleball and basketball
courts,” Jones said, adding, “It’s a really
nice place now.”
Tardy, for his part, said he and 

his family have invested more than $1
million in improvements to the park in
the past three years.
Other improvements include 

new poolside restrooms, four loft rental
cabins, as well as new horseshoe 
and washer pits (washers is a game
where you toss a washer into a 
container, aiming for the hole in center
so that the washer drops through the
hole).
Tardy is also replacing his existing

nine-hole miniature golf course with an
18-hole miniature golf course. He’s also
installing a laser tag course. Both 
attractions were scheduled to open 
Memorial Day weekend.
These investments are making a dif-

ference, Jones said, because the family
owned campground is drawing more
campers. “People are going there in
numbers I haven’t seen before,” he said.
Tardy and his wife, Jan, bought 

the campground with her two adult
children, Colt Perrin and Bree Perrin.
The Tardys, Colt and Sonya Perrin live
and work at the park.WCM

Texas Jellystone Invests
$1 Million in Upgrades

CAMP Finishes Its Spring Meeting In N.C.
The Campground Association Man-

agement Professionals (CAMP) spring
meeting concluded after two days of
roundtable discussions and marketing
presentations held May 17-18 in Char-
lotte, N.C., the association announced.

This spring’s meeting had a goal of 
improving the skillsets and professional
development of executive directors of
campground associations and their staff
members, according to CAMP.

The meeting opened with a discussion
for members to share the biggest issues
facing their respective associations. 
Additional roundtable discussions at the
meeting included:

• Working with corporate entities such
as Equity LifeStyle Properties and Sun

Federal Tax Credit Ruling Creates Threat 
for Many Canadian Campground Owners
‘It could triple and quadruple taxes, and they’re
going back three years. We have 2,300 private
campgrounds across Canada and we’re figuring it
could impact 50% to 75% of them,’ said Shane De-
venish of the Canadian Camping and RV Council.

Alexandra
Anderson

Shane 
Devenish

Communities.
• Working with franchisees, led by

Kampgrounds of America (KOA) Director
of Franchise Development Larry Brown-
field.

• Legislative issues facing member
states

Brownfield also presented the 2016
Topline North American Camping Report,
conducted by Carin Consulting Group and
sponsored by KOA, while CAMP Presi-
dent Michael Moore presented a session
on marketing to Millennials, potential
campers ages 18-34.

Guest speaker Lisa Perry spoke to the
group about the importance of social
media and email marketing, what to post
on social media platforms, how to gather

good statistics, and using new tools like
Facebook Live to promote associations
and their members. Perry is one of the
professionals certified by Constant 
Contact to give free seminars. She also
owns Perry Productions, a social digital
marketing and web development firm
based in Concord, N.C.

The association meets twice a year, in
the spring and in conjunction with the 
annual National Association of RV Parks
and Campgrounds (ARVC) Outdoor Hos-
pitality Conference and Expo in the fall.
CAMP was formed in 1977 when several
state campground and RV park associa-
tion executives met and formalized their
meetings held in conjunction with the 
annual ARVC convention. WCM
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Recreation Plantation RV Resort, a five-
star park in Lady Lake, Fla., is finalizing plans
to expand its popular campground. 

Owner Grant Gore told Woodall’s Camp-
ground Management he hopes to increase
the number of RV spaces from 850 to nearly
1,000. He also plans to build a third 
clubhouse, a new swimming pool and 
additional pickleball courts. 

Recreation Plantation is full the vast 
majority of the year, Gore said. That drove
his decision to add an additional 232 sites at
the park. 

“About a third of the lots are going to 
be a lot-and-a-half,” he said. That will give
residents more space to set up canopies
and other amenities outside their RVs. The
cost of these sites will be higher, Gore said,
but he’s already had several people express
interest in them. 

One of the highlights of the new club-
house is a dedicated room for quilters. “The
biggest activity at the park is quilting,” Gore
said. “Last year our residents gave away
120 quilts to needy families.” 

The clubhouse also will offer a range of
other activities. “Recreation is very impor-

tant to us,” Gore explained. “We have a 
full-time activity director, so there’s tons to
do at the park all the time.” Other popular
indoor activities include bingo, card games,
dances, puzzles and wood carving. 

Next to the new clubhouse is where
Gore plans to build the pickleball courts and
a large swimming pool. Pickleball is the sec-
ond most popular recreational opportunity
after quilting, he pointed out. The meander-

ing pool will be big enough to accommodate
various activities such as volleyball, lap
swimming and exercise classes. 

The idea for these specific amenities
came from Recreation Plantation’s resi-
dents, many of whom stay at the park year-
round. “I survey the people in my park a lot
and ask them, ‘What should we change?’”
Gore said. “I’m the owner, but they live here.
I want to give them what they want.” 

Gore had to clear plans through the
Lady Lake Planning & Zoning Board, and
do a traffic study to prove that the 
increase in vehicles will have a minimal
impact on local residents. He hopes to
begin construction on half of the RV
spaces, the clubhouse and the outdoor
amenities this fall. His wife Naiara
will serve as the general contractor and
engineer. Existing staff members will build
everything except the swimming pool.
Keeping construction activities in-house
lowers his costs, he explained. 

The first round of building should be fin-
ished in late 2017. Gore will wait to develop
the remaining spaces until he sees how
quickly the new ones fill up. If demand is
high, he hopes to complete the whole proj-
ect by 2018. If demand is low, he’ll hold off.
But given Recreation Plantation’s popularity,
it seems likely he’ll be building both phases
back-to-back. — Sophia Bennett WCM

Florida’s Recreation Plantation Plans Expansion 

The five-star Recreation Plantation is ready to grow again to nearly 1,000 sites.

The park already has two clubhouses but plans to add a third, along with other recreational amenities.

The Cruise Inn brand of RV parks,
campgrounds and cabins, with 38 loca-
tions open or in development through-
out North America, announced that it
has signed its first location in Florida,
Compass RV Park in St. Augustine.

Formerly called Indian Forest Camp-
ground and under new ownership,
Compass RV Park is located just off 
I-95, just four miles from historic down-
town St. Augustine and six miles from
some of Florida’s finest beaches.

The park offers more than 100 full-
hookup RV sites, a new laundry facility
and dog run, a community campfire,
live entertainment on Saturday nights
and hiking trails. Other amenities 
include free Internet, public Wi-Fi, 
DirecTV service, propane and shuttle
service to downtown St. Augustine. 
Upgrades coming soon include a 
clubhouse center and vintage trailers
and park models to rent.

“Cruise Inn is excited to plant its flag
in Florida for the first time, and thrilled
that Compass’ new owners have opted
to join the brand as they revitalize their
park. We look forward to working
closely with them and are confident
we’ll have an immediate impact on 
their revenue, profitability and overall
property value,” said Scott Anderson,
president and CEO of Cruise Inn, in the
announcement. WCM

Park First Cruise Inn
Location in Florida

Kids love to play in treehouses,
but the Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park
Camp-Resort in Mill Run, Pa., will
have one you can not just play in,
but you can eat and sleep in it, too.
The 258-site park, owned and op-

erated by Randall Work and family,
installed a fully furnished, two-story
treehouse cabin.
“It’s going to be a unique, fun-

looking cabin to stay in,” said Oper-
ations Manager Tracy Czambel,
adding that it was set up on a high
point of the park, overlooking the
whole upper section of the camp-
ground.
The treehouse unit, designed by

Phoenix, Ariz.-based Cavco Indus-
tries and modified by California’s
Daniels Wood Land, is the first in the
nation to be installed in the Jelly-
stone Park chain.
Looking like something out of a

children’s storybook, the treehouse
comes with its own tree-shaped
base, log-cabin-style siding, and a
stone fireplace. It will also have 
an outside deck, complete with a
barbecue grill.
Czambel said the treehouse will

initially sleep four, but additional
beds will eventually be added to the
lower room to accommodate larger
families. WCM

Pa. Jellystone Adds
a Treehouse Cabin

Five KOAs Get Perfect Reviews for 2016 — So Far
Kampgrounds of America Inc.’s (KOA’s) traveling KOA Qual-

ity Assurance teams pull into KOA campgrounds each year and
undertake a 600-point review process designed to help KOA
owners and managers make improvements to their parks.
For a handful of KOA owners, the 2016 quality review process

showed everything on their campgrounds is perfection.
“Each year, there is a very small group of KOA campground

owners whose campgrounds score a perfect 600 on their re-
view,” said KOA Director of Field Services Fred Prichard. “The
KOA review process has evolved over more than 54 years, and
it’s very rigorous. Getting a perfect score is not easy. The more
a campground has to offer, the more points they will earn,”
Prichard said.
Key areas of the Annual KOA Quality Review include Brand

Support, Guest Service, Store and Registration Areas, Laundry,
Recreation Programs, Restrooms, Grounds and Buildings,
Campsites, Cabins and Premium Amenities. Points are

awarded in these areas, with an emphasis on great guest expe-
riences.
The five KOAs scoring perfect 600 scores are:
• San Diego Metro KOA in California, owned and operated

by the Bell family.
• Springfield/Route 66 KOA Holiday in Missouri, owned

and operated by Scott and Diane King.
• Wellington KOA Holiday in Kansas, owned and operated

by Chad and Jodie Bartelson.
• Wilmington KOA Holiday in North Carolina, owned by

Joel Tomaselli.
• Orlando SE/Lake Whippoorwill KOA Holiday in Florida,

owned by Stephen Richardson.
The four KOA Quality Assurance teams have completed

about half of their visits to the 486 KOA campgrounds in North
America, so Prichard said it’s likely more KOAs may receive per-
fect scores before all visits are completed this fall. WCM

Conestoga Ranch Adding Reception Site, New Lodging and Packages
Conestoga Ranch, a high-end glamping 

resort in Northern Utah, announced that it is
poised to become Bear Lake’s premiere desti-
nation for weddings, corporate retreats and a
variety of other private events with the construc-
tion of an expansive reception tent and a new
lodging option.

A new Royal Tent Suite will offer the resort’s
most luxurious, spacious and private accommo-
dations for couples getting married, honeymoon-
ers, or anyone seeking an even more upscale

lodging experience than the resort’s Grand Tents
offer. According to an announcement from the
resort, the tent is being constructed to maximize
the 18-acre property’s stunning view of Bear
Lake. With 1,700 square feet of space and 15-foot
ceiling heights at its peak, it can comfortably 
accommodate up to 100 guests seated at rounds
or 125 theatre/ceremony style. 

The multifunction space features built-in
power to accommodate any creative expression
or need and two restrooms will be located in an

adjacent structure.
Recognizing its appeal to large families and

groups, Conestoga Ranch also is adding more
wagon circles so those visiting together can 
create their own enclave and enjoy close 
proximity around a shared firepit.

Conestoga Ranch offers concierge services
to create itineraries for groups that include 
on-site meals, and activities and excursions
such as horseback riding, ATV and water 
equipment rentals. WCM

www.mingolfinc.com
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needs to substitute the words “camp-
site” or “rental unit” for the word
“room” to see the close parallels. Your
customers want to have a positive 
experience with your website, want
the reservation process to be simple,
want check-in to be a breeze, want
their campsite or cabin to be clean
and comfortable, want to be 
impressed with your amenities and
the courtesy of your staff and can be
encouraged to participate in a loyalty
program that incentivizes their long-
term satisfaction.
The ACSI benchmarks by hotel

brand consistently show that the
highest customer satisfaction is
earned by luxury, upper upscale, and
upscale hotel brands. Measured on a
0-100 scale, the threshold for excel-
lence is considered a score of 80. The
highest accolades go to JW Marriott
(rated 85), Embassy Suites Hotels (a
Hilton brand, rated 83), Fairfield Inn
& Suites by Marriott (rated 82), Hyatt
Regency (rated 82), Westin (a Star-
wood brand, rated 81), Grand Hyatt
(rated 81), Hampton by Hilton (rated
81), Hilton Hotels & Resorts (rated 81)
and Residence Inn by Marriott (rated
81). 
The low end of the customer satis-

faction ratings go to the economy
and midscale hotel brands Econo
Lodge (a Choice brand, rated 69),
Quality (a Choice brand, rated 68),
Days Inn (a Wyndham brand, rated
67), Ramada (a Wyndham brand,
rated 67), Motel 6 (a G6 Hospitality
brand, rated 65) and Super 8 (a 
Wyndham brand, rated 65).
Business travelers tend to be more

tied to brand loyalty than leisure 
travelers. However, the essence of
camping is that all guests are leisure
travelers — an indication that estab-
lishing customer loyalty presents 
an even greater challenge for 
campgrounds. 
On the other hand, business 

travelers are approximately twice as
likely to complain about their travel
experience, easing the burden a 
bit for campground owners and 
operators — although leisure guests
are far less likely to be satisfied with
the resolution of their complaints. 
Most campground owners are well

aware of how difficult it can be to 
satisfy a disgruntled camper once
that guest has taken his or her 
complaint public in the social media
or review sites.
In the final analysis, the ACSI data

suggest that customer satisfaction
has far less to do with the price of a
campsite than the overall experience
that you create for your guests.

Peter Pelland is the CEO of Pel-
land Advertising, a company he
founded that has been serving the
family camping industry for more
than 30 years. His company special-
izes in building fully responsive
websites, along with a full range of
four-color process print advertising.
Learn more about Pelland Advertis-
ing at www.pelland.com or see their
ad in this issue. WCM

SMART OPERATIONS

Peter
Pelland

With all the emphasis that we tend
to place upon the acquisition of new
customers, we sometimes lose sight
of the fact that customer retention 
is ultimately the true measure of suc-
cess — and it’s a proven fact that 
it’s also less expensive to retain an 
existing customer than to create a
new one. And customer retention is
predominantly built upon customer
service.
We all know that there are certain

industries that are notoriously known
for their failing standards in cus-
tomer service. These include Internet
service providers, subscription televi-
sion services and wireless telephone
service providers — where the only
argument seems to be whether the
dubious award for the worst 
customer service in any given year
should go to any of the top compa-
nies. What makes firms like these —
as well as many others that thankfully
are no longer in business — so widely
unpopular? Generally speaking, what
leaves customers searching for better
alternatives involves either a failure
to meet expectations or a failure to
treat customers with the respect they
deserve.
TheAmerican Customer Satisfac-

tion Index (ACSI) measures satisfac-
tion across a number of industries
based upon annual interviews with
approximately 70,000 customers. The
survey data equate those customer
expectations, perceived quality and
perceived value into their subsequent
influence upon customer satisfaction
and either customer complaints or
customer loyalty. Founded in 1994 by
researchers at the University of
Michigan, the ACSI studies quantify
customer satisfaction in 43 key 
industries, including retail, 
health care, restaurants, travel and
telecommunications. 
Regardless of the industry, one key

finding has consistently been that
customer satisfaction is far more 
dependent upon quality than price.
The ACSI’s travel industry studies

cover the airline, hotel, and Internet
travel segments. For all practical 
purposes, the data that have been
compiled for the hotel industry —
particularly that which is based upon
leisure rather than business travel —
is broadly applicable to the family
campground industry. The customer
experience benchmarks for the hotel
industry include:
• Website
• Ease of reservations
• Check-in process
• Room cleanliness and comfort
• Amenities
• Staff courtesy
• Loyalty programs
A campground owner simply

Being Successful Means Keeping
Your Customers Truly Satisfied

www.bbelec.com
mailto:sales@bbelec.com
www.checkboxsystems.net
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MODERN MARKETING

Evanne 
Schmarder

Like Oil and Water, Camping and Politics Don’t Mix

I’d like to interrupt this typically
technological column with a bit of
timely political straight talk. No, I’m not
going to reveal my political leanings  —
but I do have something to say that I
think resonates with the camping pub-
lic and could affect your bottom line. 
The U.S. population is vast and di-

verse with varying beliefs and points of
view. Some of us subscribe to one line
of thinking, others believe something
completely different. The stakes could-
n’t be higher this November. 
In an effort to persuade (or upset?)

the “opposition,” it’s become quite the
common practice to espouse views in
very public arenas. And in our 21st-
century world that means Facebook,
Twitter, and other social media sites in
addition to old-fashioned lawn signs
and bumper stickers. That’s the rub for
today’s business owner because, 
really, who is welcome to dive into your
politics and who is interested in 
knowing about them? 
There’s no question that the party or

the people that hold political office,
both locally and federally, will make 
a difference in how your business is
regulated. Half of Americans want to
suggest you do business with them one

way, the other 50% think the first 50%
are wrong and that there’s a better way
of going about it. 
As a business owner, you can’t win in

the public’s eye if you’re talking politics.
Who in their right mind would choose
to speak out and run the risk of alien-
ating half of their customer base? That’s
simply crazy talk. 
I’d wager that one notion we can all

agree upon — regardless of political
persuasion — is the value of the great
outdoors, exploring new places 
and making long-lasting good-time
memories with friends and family in a
terrific setting: your park. Most would
consider it a highly anticipated escape
from the “real world.” 
There’s nothing political or contro-

versial about going camping. It’s an 
All-American experience. Our grand-
parents took our parents camping and
in turn our parents took us. Today
many of your guests are bringing their
children to your park, perpetuating 
a love for the product you do so well 
to deliver. 
To that point, you have worked too

hard cultivating your customer base to
distance them with a political outpour-
ing that may offend. It amazes me to no
end when I pull into a campground
and see political signs prominently 
displayed, regardless of my prefer-
ences. You have strong views — we get
that. Your business development may
hinge on the outcome — understood.
But that’s your business, not mine. I’m
just looking for an outdoor getaway,
not a civics lesson.

Online Do’s and Don’ts for the 
Politically Inclined Business Owner
While I always recommend against

business owners and operators sharing
their political views online, I do under-
stand that it happens. So if you must,
consider these smart tips for managing
your online polling talk:
• Do understand the difference 

between a Facebook Profile, Page, and
Group.
Your Facebook Profile is a personal

account, one where you have con-
nected with friends and family. Beware
of sharing personal political informa-
tion on your profile if you have become
“friends” with customers or other busi-
ness associates. Just as important: any
likes, comments, etc. may be public.
Your Facebook Page is your brand

and your business’ presence. Your 
personal profile will never be publicly
exposed on the page; the owner of 
the page is anonymous. Don’t like,
comment on or share political views on
or from your page unless they are
meant to be consumed by your cus-
tomers. Think twice before “liking” a
political entity on behalf of your page. 
Facebook Groups are developed

around interests — and very likely
there is one that represents your poli-
tics. Some groups may be public, some
private and others secret. You may only
join a group using your profile, your
personal Facebook presence. Again,
the caution here is if you’ve allowed
customers or other business associates
into your profile your likes and 
comments may become public. 

• Don’t shoot from the hip.
The Twittersphere is a fast-moving

machine full of truths and lies. It’s
tempting to click “retweet” or “like” on
a tweet that’s got you hot under the 
collar. But stop. Your Twitter account
could become part of a viral spiral, one
you may not care to be associated with. 
Also, did you know that Twitter is

100% public and that Google actually
indexes tweets? Sure, yours probably
aren’t in the negligible number that are
appearing in search but why associate
yourself, your business, or your brand? 
• Do confirm your blog identity 

before pressing “enter.”
Sometimes joining a conversation is

a good thing. But if it’s about politics,
do a double take on the online identity
you are using to leave that comment. If
you’re signed into Google, are you
posting as your Google+ business 
account? It’s the little things like this
that can get you into trouble when you
are not looking.

There Are Very Few 
Hiding Places on the Internet
Contrary to what some may have

told you, unless you are the Dread 
Pirate Robert or the inventor of Bitcoin,
chances are there’s nowhere for you to
hide on the Internet. Even in a reputa-
tion management situation, your 
Internet presence does not vanish; it’s
simply covered up with a flurry of fluffy
content. Your businesses online repu-
tation will follow you everywhere you
go. It has an endless lifespan.
When your finger is hovering over

that “share” or “like” button, your ham-
mer is poised to pound that political
support sign into the ground or you
feel inclined to add your two cents,
take a moment and consider this rule
of thumb: Would you feel comfortable
addressing the issue at hand in a face-
to-face conversation with your cus-
tomers, guests or business associates?
In most cases your reply would be no. 
Good answer. Believe me, we really

don’t want to know.

Fumbling with Facebook Ads?
Have you heard the buzz about 

utilizing Facebook Ads but haven’t yet
figured out how to put them to work for
your outdoor recreation business? I
hear that from clients all of the time. To
that end, I’ve opened up an interest list
for an online, on-demand “Learn Face-
book Ads” course. The class is designed
to help you go from novice to know-it-
all, at your own pace. If this is some-
thing that you’d like to know more
about please visit Roadabode.com,
click on the “Learn Facebook Ads” link
on the top of the page and sign up to
stay tuned.

Like what you see in Modern 
Marketing? Stay abreast of the latest
digital marketing trends for the out-
door recreation industry by sub-
scribing to Schmarder’s bi-weekly
trend digest Digital Marketing for
the Outdoor Recreation Industry at
www.roadabode.com. Ask her about
her digital marketing/social media
diagnostics and tune-ups and more
at evanne@roadabode.com or 702-
460-9863. WCM

www.lcnoutdoors.com
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ON CAMPGROUNDS

Reports from 
the field: 

Bob Ashley

Virginia’s Lake Ridge RV Resort is Adding Amenities

Lake Ridge RV Resort in the south-
ern Virginia community of Hillsville is
undergoing renovations this year with
the removal of two water slides that
were built in the ’70s, the upgrading of
an 18-hole miniature golf course and
the construction of an amphitheater
and picnic area.
“We currently are in the process of

the transition of that area,” said Ronnie
Hoglen, who manages the 200-site park
with his wife, Lisa. “We hope to have
that done by the end of the season.”
The park also has 21 cabins, ranging

from the rustic to two-room lodges
with kitchens and baths. “We pretty
constantly rent them all the time,”
Hoglen said.
Lake Ridge RV Resort also sports a

four-acre pond for catch-and-release
fishing and paddleboats, which are 
included free to people staying in the
campground.
With the construction of the 

amphitheater that will seat about 200
people, Hoglen expects to have movies,
karaoke and bands on Saturday nights.
The 89-acre park, at an elevation of

2,500 feet, is in the foothills of the Blue
Ridge Mountains and 10 miles from the
highly popular Blue Ridge Parkway,
known for its spring flowers and fall 
foliage.
Lake Ridge RV also is a 30-minute

drive south to Mount Airy, N.C., 
on which “The Andy Griffith Show”
community of Mayberry is based.  “We
send a lot of people to Mount Airy. It’s a

popular attraction,” Hoglen said.
Formerly named RJ Ranch, Lake

Ridge RV is owned by Legacy RV 
Resorts, which operates 13 other parks
in Colorado, New Mexico, Missouri,
Florida, Texas and Pennsylvania.
Lake Ridge RV amenities include a

large swimming pool with two 400-foot
waterslides and kiddie and wading
pools that also are available to local res-
idents for a fee. A game room with a full
snack bar, four pool tables and up-
to-date video games also is available.
Lake Ridge RV is particularly popular

among local residents. “We get a lot of
locals from the surrounding counties,
many within a three-hour radius who
come here to rest, relax and use our 
facilities,” Hoglen said.
The park offers themed weekends,

including a barbecue cookoff for local
residents. “Just about anybody can set
up a booth in our parking lot,” Hoglen
said. There’s also the 81-year-old Old
Fiddlers Convention in August in
nearby Galax that attracts hundreds 
of musicians and several thousand 
attendees, many of whom stay at Lake
Ridge RV.
Although Lake Ridge RV, built in the

early 1970s, is off to a slow start this sea-
son, Hoglen speculated that’s because of
rainy and cold spring weather. “Reserva-
tions have been really strong,” Hoglen
said. “We already were booked solid on
Memorial Day and for Labor Day.”

* * * * *
It doesn’t snow often in May in the

Great Smoky Mountains, but this year
was the exception.
“A lot of people who were here from

Florida went into the mountains and
made snowmen and had snowball
fights,” said Charlotte Burnside, owner
of Ripplin’ Waters Campground and
Cabins in Sevierville, Tenn.
Eight miles north of the tourist

mecca of Gatlinburg at the en-
trance of Great Smoky Moun-
tains National Park, 156-site
park Ripplin’ Waters is open
year-round.
“We attract millions of visitors here,”

said Burnside. “We are pretty busy all
the time — in the wintertime, too. Peo-
ple come for the shows in the winter
and to do a lot of Christmas shopping.”
During the spring and fall shoulder

seasons, Ripplin’ Waters is a popular
way station for snowbirds. “Our visitors
in the winter and summer are pretty
much the same,” Burnside said.
Burnside requires a two-day mini-

mum stay in one of Ripplin’ Waters’
four fully equipped cabins. “We have a
pretty good turnover on the cabins,”
she said.
Some 50 RV sites sit on the Little 

Pigeon River, which runs adjacent to
the park.
Although offering occasional bands,

the heavily wooded park doesn’t 
provide a lot of amenities.
“We’re just a pretty basic park,”

Burnside said. “Most of the people who
stay here have been uptown in 
Sevierville or Gatlinburg and they are

tired when they get back and want to sit
or go to bed. That’s good for me 
because I don’t have to spend a lot of
time entertaining people.”

* * * * *
The season got off to a slow start at

Hunt’s Cedar River Campground in
Tipton, Iowa, where it rained quite a bit
in April and the beginning of May.
“We’ve had a few bad days,” said

Gloria Hunt, owner of the 172-site park
— about half of which are reserved for
local seasonal campers. “That really cut
into our camping season because 
people don’t want to camp in the rain.”
Situated on 31 acres along the Cedar

River, Hunt’s is known for the horse-
shoe tournaments it hosts on Memorial
Day, Fourth of July and Labor Day,
where dozens of players compete in
tournaments arranged by the park.
“We have a full park on those days,”

Hunt said.
The campground, which is more

than 40 years old, also has a miniature
golf course with seven-foot-tall statues
— Poppa Burger, Momma Burger, Baby
Burger and Teen Burger — that were
used to promote A&W Root Beer stands
in their heyday. “I’ve had people ask if I
would sell them,” she said.
With 1,000 feet of frontage on the

Cedar River, the park rents canoes and
inner tubes, the courses for which 
start upstream and float back to the
campground.
Most recently, the park had its 

electric service upgraded.
Gloria Hunt and her late husband,

Larry,did a lot of work to bring the park
up to quality after they bought it 21
years ago. “When we bought the 
park you could have camped here for
nothing because they were hauling in
junk cars and storing them here,” she
said. “It took months to clean up.”
Other than someone who mows the

lawn and cleans the washroom, 
“My four children are my workforce,”
Hunt said.

WCM Editor-at-Large Bob Ashley is 
a central Indiana-based freelance writer/
editor and a 25-year newspaper veteran
who has focused on the RV industry and
national recreation issues for the past
22 years. He received the 2013 “Distin-
guished Service in RV Journalism”
award from the Recreation Vehicle In-
dustry Association (RVIA). WCM

Lake Ridge has a nicely equipped game room.

The park enjoys a beautiful natural setting.

www.yourelectricalsolutions.net
mailto:sales@yourelectricalsolutions.net
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GUEST VIEW

It is critical to the health of the 
industry going forward that the RV
owner has a fantastic experience. This
includes durable, high-quality prod-
ucts, great service and adequate, 
up-to-date campgrounds. Each of
these already has a high profile in 
the industry, as they should. As the 
industry continues to attract new and
younger RV buyers, these areas 
become of even greater importance. 
For the industry to be a relevant 

alternative for recreation dollars 20, 30,
even 50 years from now, increased
focus on these three areas needs to
start today. My view is that companies
who excel in quality products and great
service will be the survivors in the long
run. And we in the RV industry must 
always support quality campground
operators and continuously lobby for
adequate funding for federal and state
park systems. 
As the industry has come out of the

Great Recession, we have seen signifi-
cant consolidation at the OEM, sup-
plier and dealer levels — and I firmly
believe we will see continued consoli-
dation through the rest of the decade.
You may ask, is this good or bad for the
RV industry? What we are seeing is not
uncommon as an industry matures,
and there are pros and cons to such
consolidation. As companies grow
there is more access to capital, not only
to reinvest in growth but also to invest
in products and processes that provide
a superior customer experience. So, 
as the consumer continues to raise 
the bar, I come down on the side of 
believing that consolidation is good for
the future of the industry. 
Lastly, a strength of this industry for

many years has been what we call 
“industry unity.” To me, unity means
that while we compete for business 
on a daily basis, there is an overriding
collegial spirit and atmosphere and a
common vision for the development
and direction of the industry. 
As the RV industry continues to 

mature and consolidate we can’t forget
we are building and selling high-dollar
discretionary products — and the 
discriminating consumer has other 
options on how they spend those 
dollars. The industry must stay focused
on consumer satisfaction, product 
innovation and attracting new buyers
from all demographics and ethnicities
in order to grow and remain a relevant.
If these things are done well, I believe
that, industrywide, a half-million-unit
shipment year is very realistic in the
not-too-distant future.

Derald Bontrager is president and
CEO of Jayco Inc. He has been very ac-
tive with RVIA throughout his career
and currently is chairman of the
board as well as a member of the Ex-
ecutive, Audit, Campground, Public
and Legislative Affairs and Strategic
Planning committees. Bontrager also
has been very involved in his commu-
nity and is immediate past chairman
of the Boys & and Girls Club of
Elkhart County (Ind.) and is chair-
man of the board for Indiana Univer-
sity Health Goshen.    WCM

Derald
Bontrager

Taking a Long-Range View to
Keep the RV Industry Relevant

Many of us who have been in the RV
industry for decades have experienced
many highs and lows. We have seen the
oil crisis of the ’70s, the recession of ’79,
the declining market in the late ’80s
and the Great Recession of 2009. The
industry is currently on a six-year 
run of increasing shipments and early
indications are we’ll enjoy a seventh
consecutive year of growth.
This growth in shipments is unprece-

dented for the RV industry. The Recre-
ation Vehicle Industry Association
(RVIA)began tracking shipments in the
1970s — and the longest run previously
was from 2002 through 2006. Why the
long run now? My short answer is, 
demographics, lifestyle, and products.
Let’s take a look at each of these. 
Demographics are more favorable for

the RV industry than ever before. About
75 million strong, the Baby Boomers —
those born between the years 1946 and
1964 — control more than 80% of per-
sonal financial assets and more than
half of all consumer spending. We have
another 15-plus years of Boomers 
moving into retirement; they remain the
core market for many of the products
the industry produces. 
However, the Millennials, those be-

tween ages 19 to 35 today, are projected
to soon number 75.3 million — 
surpassing the Boomers — and the
Gen X population, ages 36 to 51, also is
projected to outnumber the Boomers
by 2028. This suggests that the recent
emphasis by the industry on attracting
the Millennials and Gen Xers to the RV
lifestyle is “spot on” and well worth 
the effort. 
I attribute much of the desire to 

experience the RV lifestyle to industry
leaders who, 19 years ago, had the 
vision of launching the GoRving cam-
paign. The GoRving campaign, along
with world and national events over
that time, has driven many non-RVers
to consider and join the growing RV
community. What other vehicle or
travel option provides the freedom and
affordability to see North America like
an RV does? Where else can a young
family or a retiree experience the safety
and sense of community that exists in
campgrounds? Certainly not in a hotel
or on a cruise ship. 
Then too, the range of products

today is reaching all age groups — and
many are more affordable than ever
before. The evolution of the products
is allowing the consumer to use our
products for more than traveling or 
enjoying a weekend at a campground.
RVs today are high-tech and multi-
purpose, allowing owners to enjoy
their favorite hobby. Product innova-
tion and enhancements are a necessity
for the industry to thrive going forward
as the consumer becomes more 
discerning with higher expectations. 
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There are many changes happening in the
RV park and campground market across
North America, and one of the key ones is
how campers want to connect with camp-
grounds and make reservations.

While many campgrounds continue to 
accept reservations only over the telephone
— and many still use pen-and-paper to file

those reservations — future campers are
much more likely to want to use their smart-
phones to book an online reservation and
save the conversation for when they arrive.
At least, that’s what many of the reservation-
system experts who spoke with Woodall’s
Campground Management said, and that 
ties in with what the 2016 Topline North
American Camper Report had to say.

Nearly half of new campers across the
continent last year were Millennials, ages 
18-35, and their age group is now larger than
the Baby Boomers. Generation X is also tech-
saavy and will continue to be a key camping
market as Boomers decline — meaning more
and more potential guests won’t want to do
things the old-fashioned way.

In fact, according to the camper report,
29% of campers last year used the Internet
while camping to research where they 
were staying, and 28% went online to get
campground information.

Many campgrounds have a ways to go 
in order to catch up. “I would say the vast
majority are still using very antiquated 
systems if not pencil-and-paper,” said Scott
Gammenthaler, an account manager for
Campground Automation Systems. “Some of

them made the transition to Excel and then to
an older form of some type of software, but
the industry is ripe for the switch to an online
reservation system — especially with the
prevalence of Internet-connected tablets and
mobile devices amongst park operators and
campers alike.”

Thom Gibb, chairman of the board at 
DigitalRez, said, “Campground owners in
general are very hesitant to new technology,
mainly because they’re simply too busy. But,
with the cost savings of a reservation 
management software system and the 
efficiencies that come with that, more and
more they are recognizing that they do need
technology to operate.”

“Online reserva-
tions,” added Ravi
Parikh, CEO of Rover-
Pass, “are the way the
industry’s moving.
You’ve seen it in every
other travel segment
across the board —
hotels, airlines and
cars. It’s rapidly ad-
vancing toward that. It
would be hard to argue
the trend would go
down.”

Simply put, “It’s
what everyone wants.
They don’t have time to talk on the phone. If
you don’t have online booking, you’re missing
out,” emphasized Peter Kearns, vice presi-
dent of Mission Management Information
Systems.

Keith Johnson also believes strongly that
campgrounds need to accept reservations
when they’re closed. “We live in a connected
society. Nearly everyone now has a smart-
phone and is online and plugged in con-
stantly,” said the owner of CampWorks.
“Society is becoming used to being able to
get nearly anything on demand. So if at 11
p.m. a customer wants to make a reservation,
they expect to be able to do it. If they can’t
make a reservation they may choose a differ-
ent campground or park instead of leaving a
message or waiting until the next day to call.
We expect this trend will continue and for 
online booking to be an absolute essential for

any campground that wants to grow their
business.”

While there is irony in the idea that people
would rather make a reservation with a
smartphone than by making a telephone call,
that appears to be the way things are going.
“We have about 60% desktop and 40% 
mobile use on our site,” said Jake Poterbin,
product manager at RoverPass. “The mobile
trend is definitely going up.”

When Equity Lifestyle Properties Inc.
reported on its first-quarter growth this year,
CEO Marguerite Nader said half of the 
company’s transient bookings for its Encore
and Thousand Trails RV resorts come
through their call center, and half come on-

line. Of those, half come via computer and
half via smartphone — and smartphone
bookings have grown significantly over the
last year, she added.

The change in reservation usage is going
to mean campgrounds will need to change
their marketing approaches.

“I think campgrounds will have to get
closer to their customers, understand them
and keep in contact with them more,” said
Billy Chism, president of Stainless Software
Inc. “I think campgrounds are going to have
to reach out to those customers proactively.
The campgrounds that aren’t known need to
do more in marketing and get themselves out
there and present a professional persona: a
nice website, the tools guests come to expect
with smartphone apps and nice websites and
the data there at their fingertips.”

The good news is that technology doesn’t
have to be a huge chore for RV park owners.
After all, as Gibb pointed out, reservation 
systems can save time and money for 
campground operators.

Nate Strauss, sales manager for Resort
Data Processing, said, “It’s not only on the
things that you’re able to do now that you
weren’t able to do before, but just it’s allowing
guests to get on a website and make reser-
vations, it’s the easy check-in, check-out
functionality and the time that it saves you.”

And that time gives campground owners
more time to spend with guests already in
parks. “They’re going to be able to socialize,
be able to connect with that guest coming
in,” said Jerry King, CEO of Bonfire. “They’re

More and more people are seeking conven-
ient online reservations from the road.

Peter Kearns

Reservations from mobile devices are growing.

‘Society is becoming used to being able to get nearly any-
thing on demand. So if at 11 p.m. a customer wants to make
a reservation, they expect to be able to do it,’ said Camp-
Works Owner Keith Johnson. ‘If they can’t make a reserva-
tion they may choose a different campground or park instead
of leaving a message or waiting until the next day to call.’

Streamlining Reservations Can
Help Grow Park Business, Provide
Operators More Time with Guests

RoverPass Team Jake Poterbin, Ravi Parikh, Kelly Holt and Ryan Lee.



testing with several of
the company’s more than
300 campgrounds, and
will be launched shortly
thereafter.

“It’s a complete re-
fresh of the look and feel
of the software. It’s actu-
ally going to be five times
faster than our current
version, and the user 

experience is even more streamlined. We’ll
have a bunch of new features coming out
with that as well. We’re very excited about
it,” Gammenthaler explained.

From the beginning, Campground Automa-
tion Systems created Sunrise with a full
spectrum of features designed specifically
for the unique needs of RV parks and camp-
grounds, including: point of sale; recurring
billing for long-term guests; reservations with
flexible dates; online payments; flexible 
payment processing; and gate integration, in
which each guest receives a unique access
code that only works during the time of 
their stay.

Two advantages of Campground Automa-
tion Systems, Gammenthaler added, are 
Sunrise’s ease of use — the user interface is
intuitive with “everything where you would
expect it to be” — and the company’s 
technical support. “We’re lucky enough to
have some of the best support agents in the
business, and we’re always there to help in
any way,” Gammenthaler said, mentioning
that support is included in the price. Three
packages offer different tiers of features and
the monthly price depends on the number 
of campsites.

RMS Campground by RMS
North America
www.rmsnorthamerica.com
858-427-1200
RMS North America has been around for

close to six years, but its parent company has
been around for 30 years, starting by offering
reservation and property management to
Austrialian caravan parks — where RMS is
the leading supplier — as well as in the U.K.
“It’s a full, complete platform, for single, small
campgrounds all the way up to full enterprise,
multi-property RV resorts. There’s an online
booking channel manager for park websites
as well as the ability to connect to different
channels to put inventory up on sites like 
Expedia or Booking.com,” said Todd Sabo,
president of the San Diego, Calif. company. 

The software is flexible and easy to use;
it includes an interactive map of the park
property and a point-of-sale system.

RMS Campground is a cloud-based sys-
tem, meaning all the information is kept in one
place. One of the newer features is a digital
reservation card, which allows campground
personnel to check guests in from anywhere
on the campground.

In addition, RMS allows parks to automat-
ically send messages to guests when they

make a reservation and before they
arrive. “We’re building in an ability to
erect an email marketing campaign
from within the system,” Sabo said.
There will also be the ability to send
guests text messages to let them
know about special events or even
emergencies.

RMS also provides a digital dash-
board which allows campground 
operators to monitor the park’s Face-
book, TripAdvisor and Twitter
accounts all from one place.

In addition, RMS offers special online
training called RMS University, “a self-paced
digital-learning platform,” Sabo said. There
are courses on front-desk operations, ad-
vanced operations, setup and implementa-
tion, buildings, housekeeping, maintenance

and general management, all contained in
short videos and quizzes with a final exam.

One recent change has been the growth
in parks looking at dynamic pricing, Sabo
said. “The outdoor-hospitality industry is 
really the last holdout on embracing dynamic
pricing. Airlines, hotels and rental cars are all
doing this. We have the concrete data that for
parks using RMS — including all Cruise Inn
properties — there’s a 30% increase in 
annual revenues based on dynamic pricing.
I really thing it is time for this industry to
move,” he said.

Because of the changing features of the
software system, RMS has changed its pric-

ing model to get away from a per-user basis.
“We’ve tried to simplify the overall solution,”
Sabot said. “We charge based on the amount
of sites you have on your property and you
get unlimited users. You can load up every-
body from front desk to management to 
gardener to maintenance.”

Campground Master by 
Cottonwood Software
www.campgroundmaster.com
913-522-0717
Stan Spielbusch, owner of Litchfield Park,

Ariz.-based Cottonwood Software, said the
company’s Campground Master is designed
for the park owner to set up the system them-
selves and is so easy to learn that most
campgrounds can be up and running within
a day. 

“The basic setup is relatively simple, and
it can also be very flexible. It even includes a
variety of ‘advanced customization’ features
for adding any number of custom fields, 
reports, forms, triggered events, scripts and
more,” Spielbusch said, mentioning that it 
includes a very detailed printed manual and
quick-start tutorials.

“Another unique feature is that while it’s
not cloud-based — so you maintain control
of your data — it can be networked 
remotely,” he added. “For instance, you can
work from home or on the road at the same
time as someone is working in the office. So
you get the same benefits of a cloud-based
system without the often slow and limited
web interface and without having to 
trust your data to some unknown server
somewhere.”

Among its many features, Campground
Master offers online reservations, interactive
maps, point-of-sale capability, networking
and remote access, credit card processing,
and QuickBooks Pro integration.

Spielbusch pointed out that support 
for processing chip-enabled credit cards
should be available within a month, while 
incorporating mobile-friendly features into
the system is also on the horizon.
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the host of the party. We’re aiming to give
them a little more time to focus. It’s just like
any other part of the hospitality industry. It’s
all about the guest.”

WCM talked to many of the providers of
software to provide an overview of some of
the options out there. Here’s what they had to
say.

CampReward
www.campreward.com
866-378-6678
Launched by CEO Mark Duris last Novem-

ber, CampReward, a campground-reserva-
tion portal that matches campers with
campgrounds, has, Duris noted, been steadily
gaining momentum as more and more
campers and park owners learn about 
CampReward and how it looks to do for the
camping industry much like what Expedia
and others have done for the travel industry.

“We’ve had a slow and steady stream of
campgrounds that we are starting to talk to
and starting to bring in. We’re in talks with
some of the big name brand companies who
are out there to potentially start offering their
campgrounds on our site as well. And we’ve
had a steady stream of customers coming 
to the site and doing bookings,” said Ryan
Douglas, vice president of business and 
partner development. 

Here’s how it works: Campers visiting
CampRewards.com will input their RV or tent
camping dates and destination, among other
factors, and CampRewards will present them
with several campground options. Campers
review each campground, and then make a
selection. The selected campground is auto-
matically contacted by CampRewards and
the park can confirm or deny the camping 
request depending on availability. If 
confirmed, the camper completes the book-
ing through CampReward.com. Customers
earn loyalty points for repeated bookings
made through CampReward.

“One of the biggest differences between
our company and others is we don’t charge
campgrounds to be on our site,” Douglas
pointed out. Instead, CampRewards.com
makes its money by charging a small com-
mission on each reservation booked through
its site. The commission, which includes
credit card processing and reward program
incentives, is subtracted from the reservation
payment before it is forwarded on to the
campground after the camper’s stay. Douglas
pointed out that the camping rate would 
always be the same on CampReward.com as
it is at the campground.

While CampReward isn’t a traditional
campground reservation software system,
Douglas noted it offers an inexpensive reser-
vation system for campgrounds without 
existing reservation software.

“We really look at this as a way to help 
educate the industry as well as be a part of
the industry. We wanted CampRewards.com
to be built not only with the consumer in mind,
but campgrounds in mind as well. This needs
to be something that’s going to benefit them
in the long run,” he said.

RoverPass
www.roverpass.com
RoverPass, too, is not a typical camp-

ground software system. Now in its second
year, the Austin, Texas, company provides a
U.S. nationwide directory of RV parks and
campgrounds and allows parks to allow
users to book online — even if the park 
uses pen-and-paper rather than a computer
system to take reservations, said Jacob
Poterbin, product manager. 

“They can get an email or phone call from
us when a customer clicks the ‘book now’ link
on their website,” Poterbin said. Camp-
grounds can also log into their RoverPass 

listing to handle all reservation requests from
RoverPass users.

“Once the campground has claimed its
profile at RoverPass.com — all park employ-
ees have to do is go in, claim it — the park
then gets access to a lead section for the
user interface and its employees can look 
at who the customers are directly in that 
system. They can streamline their reservation
requests for that system,” said Ravi Parikh,
CEO and founder.

Elaborating, Poterbin said, “For example,
the customer goes to RoverPass, searches
‘Austin Texas’ for campgrounds they want to
stay at and fill out a short request form. The
campground will get an email or auto phone
call and then log in for that lead and then get
back to the customer. It’s a very lightweight
system that has no learning curve.”

The other benefit to park operators claim-
ing their campground in the listings is that
they boost their visibility when consumers
search RoverPass.

Bookings and listings are also free. The
only potential cost is if a campground wants
to participate in the RoverPass Discount Club
and provide discounted sites to the 
consumers who have purchased discount
memberships, the sole source of revenue for
RoverPass. “If a campground participates in
the discount club, it is boosted in our search
rankings and is featured throughout their
sites,” Poterbin said.

The club only officially launched May 1,
but RoverPass has seen significant interest,
according to Poterbin. “We’ve been growing
two-fold month-over-month the past three
months. Right now we have a few thousand
actual RVers with accounts, but we have tens
of thousands of pageviews and we expect
that to grow over the next few months,” 
he said.

The other feature RoverPass recently
rolled out is the ParkScout program, which
connects photographers with parks who
want high-quality photography. There’s 
no cost for the photos, just a free one- or 
two-night stay for the photographer. The
company also plans to step up marketing 
efforts and add weather and cell signals to
campground profiles.

Campground Automation 
Systems
www.campgroundautomation.com
877-783-2367
Campground Automation Systems, based

in Mount Juliet, Tenn., is about to unveil ver-
sion 5.0 of its cloud-based Sunrise property

management software, an intuitive system
featuring real-time reservation data, interac-
tive campground maps and a wide variety of
customization among many other features.

Account Manager Scott Gammenthaler
said the new version is about to undergo beta

Todd Sabo
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Campground Master’s cost is for a stand-
alone system, regardless of the number of
campsites and with no other setup-costs or
recurring fees. Phone or email support also
is included. Networking for up to three addi-
tional computers, point-of-sale equipment
and credit card processing may require an
additional cost.

Astra/Campground Manager
by Mission Management 
Information Systems
astra.campgroundmanager.com
800-547-9147
While Mission Management Information

Systems has been offering campground soft-
ware for more than two decades, its flagship
Astra is one of the newer entries to the mar-
ket. “We launched it in November after we
ran it in our park for two years,” said Peter
Kearns, vice president and co-founder of the
Niagara Falls, Ontario, company. President
Jim Amadio still runs the family campground
which was the original impetus for him 
writing campground software in the 1990s.

“We offer everything from top to bottom,
from online reservations to phone reserva-
tions to point-of-sale store transactions to
running your park on a day-to-day basis.” The
only thing Astra (and predecessor Camp-
ground Manager) doesn’t do is payables,
though it exports data to seven different 
programs so campground operators have
lots of choices.

In addition, the company is working on a
connection with online travel agencies
(OTAs). “We’re working on Booking.com and
then Pegasus,” Kearns explained. “Pegasus
is the wheel that goes to every OTA.”

In addition, Mission Management runs the
BookYourSite.com website, providing an 
online booking portal available to all of its
customers. “We have a full iPhone and 
Android app for the consumers,” Kearns said.
“Every day, the percentage of reservations
we get for campgrounds increases through
the BookYourSite app from either an iPad or
iPhone or an Android tablet or Android
phone,” he said. “You are seeing more 
and more campgrounds doing online 
reservations, which is way overdue.”

Astra can be cloud-hosted or locally
hosted, depending on a park’s Internet 
connection speed. “People with decent 
Internet service, most of them are getting the
cloud version. But there are still quite a few
parks out there who don’t have good Internet
who stick with a locally hosted version.”

The pricing for the software varies on 
features and whether it’s hosted locally or
based in the cloud, but the site has a simple
pricing tool on its site. 

For Campground Manager customers
looking to upgrade to Astra, “we have a con-
verter program that will take all reservations
out of the old program and automatically port
it into the new one,” Kearns noted. But 
the company plans to support the previous
software for at least five to seven more years,
he said.

Campsite Reports LLC
www.campsitereports.com
612-812-7524
Campsite Reports LLC, based in Min-

nesota, started out as a website for campers
to post reviews, ratings, photos and videos of

phone with the campground.”
Among its many features, Campsite 

Reports offers fully customizable rates, avail-
ability and other settings, new reservation
alerts, technical support and income paid
weekly through PayPal. Also, detailed sales
reports and customer contact information
can be exported to Excel or PDF, and sales
data can be imported into Quicken or Quick-
Books. Plus, Prom said he’s responsive to
special requests, often completing them in a
week’s time.

“There’s three ways it works,” Prom 
explained. “No. 1, campers can go to camp-
sitereports.com and book a site that way. 
No. 2, we can also embed our system into a
campground’s website; they just simply take
three lines of code, put that on their website
and all of a sudden they’ve got a reservation
system on their website. And No. 3, we 
also have a WordPress plugin so you 
can download the plug-in; if you have 
a WordPress site you can take your 
reservations through WordPress.”

CampWorks
www.campworks.us
320-300-4157
Developed more than 20 years ago by 

outdoor enthusiasts with backgrounds in 
engineering, business and programming,
CampWorks is a Windows-based reservation
management software for campgrounds 
and RV parks, among other hospitality 
businesses. 

Owner Keith Johnson said CampWorks
has all of the key features that most other
reservation softwares have, but what sets it
apart is its intuitive interface. 

“Early on we recognized that many camp-
grounds rely on seasonal help to run the front
desk and many times owners or their help
were not computer experts. Also, with a small

Jeff Prom

individual campsites, parks and camp-
grounds. Two years later, owner Jeff Prom
developed a fully featured online reservation
system for campground owners.

“And it’s 100% free to the campground
owners,” Prom added. “That’s one differen-
tiator for us. Campgrounds sign up at no cost
or obligation to them. They can customize it
to however it suits their needs. But we have
to make money somehow, so there’s a $5
reservation fee that we extend to campers
who reserve online. The fee does not apply
to walk-ins or reservations made over the

www.passportamerica.com
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company reducing support costs is critical.
So we designed CampWorks to be as intuitive
as possible to enable our customers to easily
learn and operate the software regardless of
their technical ability,” Johnson said, adding
that plenty of technical support resources
exist — such as training videos, online help,
and fully documented setup manuals — so
clients would never feel at a loss. 

Johnson said CampWorks is “powerful,
flexible, affordable, and easy to use” and will
help park owners improve efficiency and in-
crease revenue. Among its features, Camp-
Works offers complete reservation
management for individuals, groups, daily,
weekly, monthly and seasonal customers
using quicklists, reservation grid, maps, 
reporting, and more. Other features include
integrated payment processing, complete
guest management, monthly billing, detailed
management reporting, and a point-of-sale
system.

Jonson said CampWorks recently started
offering an online reservation service. For a
low fee per reservation, customers can now
connect their CampWorks database to their
website and take online reservations directly
through their own website. 

“Campground customers have access to
real-time availability and can book and pay
for reservations online. Reservations are 
automatically put into CampWorks and pay-
ments are received through an integrated
payment processor the same as if the card
was processed at the campground. An 
optional service or convenience fee can be
charged to the customer to cover our online
reservation processing fee,” Johnson said,
adding the “portal” for taking the reserva-
tions can be customized by the user to match
the color schemes of the campground’s 
website for a seamless appearance.

Pricing for a site license is based on the

number of rental spaces and additional 
feature modules, such as point-of-sale and
real-time web reservations.

RezExpert by DigitalRez
digitalrez.com
rezexpert.com
sendoutexpert.com
800-811-5988
DigitalRez, which has been providing 

its RezExpert reservation management 
software and support to clients in the camp-
ground, hotel, charter and accommodation
industry since 1993 — the company 
currently has more than 3,000 clients — 
is set to launch two new services that 
company officials say will significantly 
supplement a park owner’s business.

The first is Reputation Monitoring, which
manages and leverages a campground’s 
online reviews across 20 social media 
channels; the second is SendOut Expert, a
digital marketing bundle that includes text
and email messaging and push notifications.

Thom Gibb, chairman at DigitalRez, said a
key feature of the Reputation Monitoring
service is that it will aggregate the positive
reviews into a live feed that can be put on a
campground’s website. In addition, DigitalRez
will create a video using a campground’s best
user reviews that park owners can use. Also,
the service will alert the park owner to any
negative reviews that require their attention.

“Every business in the world needs repu-
tation monitoring, but especially travel. We’ve
been using it for eight months and it’s fantas-

tic,” Gibb mentioned, adding that the Reputa-
tion Monitoring service also includes a 
Reputation Score report.

Kevin Hall, DigitalRez managing director,
was just as enthused about SendOut Expert,
especially since it’s being offered as part of
an introductory package that includes a 
full-page ad and enhanced listing inside the
Campfire Travel e-magazine as well as its
RezExpert campground reservation software
for up to 120 campsites.

As for SendOut Expert itself, which 
is available for a monthly subscription, the
service includes: 

• Text Messages – Send up to 5,000 
messages per month, set up automated text
messages, access and send messages from
anywhere. 

• Push Notifications – Send messages to
PC, Mac and Android mobile devices, queue
marketing messages and send an unlimited
amount easily.

• Email Messaging – Build a list of 10,000
clients, send unlimited emails and newslet-
ters, create multiple marketing lists and set
up unlimited campaigns.

“We’re offering the services to really help
the campground because, as small 
businesses, it’s difficult for them to market
themselves,” Hall explained. “It’s not just
about software, it’s about what else you can
do for the campground. And if you look after
them, they’ll come back to you. That’s how we
see it — and, of course, we do a fantastic
reservation software system.”

RezExpert, said Hall, is user-friendly yet
advanced enough that it can accommodate
the wide variety of unit types — such as RVs,
tents, cabins, boats and trailers — as well as
the unique set of features, such as dimen-
sions and electricity usage of each one. Suit-
able for 50 campsites or 3,000, and for owners
of multiple campgrounds, RezExpert can be

accessed from anywhere with an internet
connection. 

Maintained in the Amazon Cloud environ-
ment, RezExpert offers a number of features
specifically designed for the unique needs of
campground owners, such as: online reser-
vations, credit card processing, no long-term
contracts, availability grid and inventory allo-
cation. Additional modules also are available,
and pricing varies depending on the modules
a park owner wishes to add to the basic
package. More than 200 instructional videos
are part of the system’s support structure. 

Bonfire
www.letsbonfire.com
877-377-9682
The beauty of Bonfire, according to

Jerry King, CEO of the Austin, Texas-based
software provider, is its simplicity. “We
have a simplified platform for campsite and
RV park reservations, combined with pay-
ment processing. Everybody has different
software: A different tool for this, a different
tool for that. You don’t see things in combi-

nation that’s a simple package,” he said,
“from complex, expensive systems to pen
and paper and phone.

Jerry King

www.rmsnorthamerica.com
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“Really streamlining and making efficient
park reservation operations requires them
to be made online, accessed in a calendar
and to be able to take payments for them,”
he continued. “That’s what our customers
have said.”

Bonfire offers an online booking engine
that connects to each park’s website. “You
don’t have to redo your site, just put a cou-
ple of lines of code in. You can set up a
booking button and you can do it through
your social media, too. They (customers)
click on the button and it takes them to 
our site.”

Bonfire just launched in the third quarter
of 2015, but the company already rolled out
a new updated version at the end of May.
“Just like with any technology, any new
idea, there’s always going to be discovery.
You don’t learn anything if you don’t mess
up,” he said, but noted the company has
been working with customers to give them
exactly what they want. “We want to 
understand what’s working, what’s missing
and why we’re more attractive than other
systems, and that feedback has been really
helpful,” he said.

The simplicity of Bonfire spreads to its
pricing, King said.

There are three tiers: Basic, Standard
and Plus, with an escalating number of 
features. The monthly cost includes all
service and support.

Express Camp Cloud by 
Ladder Business Solutions
www.ladderwebsolutions.com
www.expresscampcloud.com
855-400-6435
According to executives at Ladder Busi-

ness Solutions, the full-service technology
and marketing company based in Sunbury,
Ohio, is naturally drawn to the campground
industry because its partners are RVers.

That’s why Managing Partner Mike Garee
said the company is excited to be launching
two new products this year he said are
geared toward helping park owners use
technology to better manage operations and
communicate with their guests.

The first is Express Camp Cloud, a cloud-
based complete campground management
and reservation system including overnight
reservations as well as seasonal customers.
Being cloud-based, Garee noted the system
is easy to use and functional on any type 
of device. Express Camp Cloud includes 
online management with no transaction 
fees, overnight reservations, seasonal 
management, QuickBooks integration and 
includes a point-of-sale system.

“We also have a solution for locations
with Internet and/or cell signal challenges,”
Garee pointed out, adding that the highly cus-
tomizable system was developed specifically
for campgrounds, not manipulated to “work”
for multiple industries. 

The other new product is an app called
HooWHee!! — a GPS-driven directory and
mobile phone app that’s also designed to be

a communication tool.
“HooWHee!! allows the campgrounds to

communicate directly with their campers and
vice versa,” Garee said, explaining the app
allows campgrounds to be able to put out 
automatic notifications throughout the day 
informing guests that an event or activity is
about to start.

“As campers, we’re going to camp-
grounds all the time and they always give us
a packet of information and a schedule of
their events,” he said. “That schedule ends
up on the dash of the truck and it stays there
until we get home and clean out the truck. So
we have no idea what’s going on and our kids
always miss all of those events and things
that go on at the campground.”

Three packages, each allowing unlimited
users, are available. One-time setup fees will
apply.

Premier Campground 
Management by Stainless 
Software Inc.
www.premiercampground.com
855-522-4369
Stainless Software, based in Fordoche,

La., rolled out Premier Campground Manage-
ment in late 2014 and has been rolling out
new features ever since. “I’ve been into
camping for quite a while. Our company was
doing some custom work for campgrounds,
and that’s how we got into this market,” said
President Billy Chism.

“We focused initially on core reservations,
online reservations with an interactive map,
features guests would appreciate. We also
focused on ease-of-use for campgrounds.
We offer a cloud-based system available
anywhere on any device.”

When customers asked for a point-of-sale
system, Chism said, the company added it.
Then it rolled out a check-in kiosk option, and
most recently an application program inter-
face. That can allow options for camp-
grounds to connect to online travel agencies
or to show customers available sites on given
dates directly on the campground’s website,
he said.

The software handles housekeeping and
maintenance tasks, marketing campaigns
and the ability to offer dynamic pricing and to
track utility metering, among a laundry list of
other features.

“We’re trying to be the all-in one solution
for campgrounds, for a small park with less
than 20 sites or a big park with more than 700
sites,” he said, and the company has been
growing faster than it can install its software
for customers.

The biggest new feature, he added, is
coming out this month: Free web hosting for
campgrounds. “We’re in the business of
making our customers more money. We want
to provide them the tools they need to pull in
more campers. That free website is a big part
of it,” Chism explained.

“With a lot of our older campgrounds,
they’re in desperate need of upgrading their
website or how they run their business.
They’re either afraid to do it or don’t know
how. We try,” he continued, “to make it as
easy as possible for them. We take a lot that
off their shoulders.”

Even with all of that, Chism said the com-
pany is committed to avoiding complicated
pricing schemes, noting that there’s just a flat
per-reservation fee. There’s no contract or
monthly minimum, though there is a one-time
setup fee.

ResNexus
resnexus.com
385-218-2637
Founded by James Mayfield, who 

recruited Jeff Bryce in 2003, ResNexus is 
a property management software for camp-
grounds and RV parks, or any business oper-

ating a reservation system. 
ResNexus is an all-in-one customizable

solution designed to make business more 
effective because each part of the business
communicates and operates smoothly 
with each other. ResNexus is cloud-based,
meaning it can be run on any internet-
enabled device from anywhere. An intuitive
system, ResNexus offers U.S.-based 
technical support and assistance.

Among its many features, ResNexus 
allows guests to see what’s available and
can reserve a specific campsite directly
from the property map — and when guests
make a reservation through the
ResNexus online booking system,
both they and the park instantly re-
ceive confirmation emails. Also,
guests can read and agree to park
policies about bathrooms, show-
ers, arrival and departure times,
pets, etc., and park owners can
capture visitor and payment infor-
mation securely.

Also ResNexus can generate
more than 65 reports about occu-
pancy, revenue, taxes, payments,
marketing efforts, reservations, re-
tail and operations. Owners can
also export revenue and payment
information from ResNexus to
QuickBooks 

Other features include dynamic pricing,
credit card processing, email marketing, 
social media integration, and built-in support
for Google Analytics Three packages are
available and pricing is based on the number
of sites.

Resort Data Processing
www.resortdata.com
877-779-3717
Founded in 1981 and headquartered in

Vail, Colo., Resort Data Processing (RDP)
began as a property management software
company catering to the hotel and condo 
industries. About 10 years ago RDP was 
approached by a couple of larger RV resorts
seeking a similarly fully functional system for
its properties.

Since then, Sales Manager Nate Strauss
said campgrounds and RV parks ranging in
size from 50 to more than 2,500 sites have
sought RDP and its reservation system,
which includes internet reservations, 
interactive maps, long and short term 
reservations, guest check-in, point-of-sale 
interface, work order management and more.

“What sets RDP apart is really how com-
prehensive we are. Where we kind of differ-
entiate ourselves is we bring a lot, if not all,
the hotel functionality to properties for them
to be able to use based on their business
model,” Straus said, adding that many of 
the features are actually modules that 
clients may select as an add-on to the core
system. This allows park owners to pick and
choose what makes the most sense for their
operation.

Among its most recent development is its
mobile devices capability, which is designed
to improve communication with guests and
employees via a wide variety of handheld 
devices, including mobile phones, smart
phones and tablets. One example is a staffer
can use a tablet to check in campers who
might be lined up at the park entrance on a
busy Friday night.

“We are always developing new features
and functionalities and one of the things that
we’re really excited about is all of our mobile
technology,” Strauss said. “Also our credit
card technology is all up to date — chip and
pin, end-to-end coding and fully tokenized —
so we truly have a state-of-the-art credit card
solution for our customers.”

Prices, after initial setup costs, vary 
depending on any additional modules.

Vestivo RV by Reservation 
Management Solutions Inc.
wwww.vestivo.com
936-333-5168
Vestivo RV by Reservation Management

Solutions Inc. in Bryan, Texas, is a web-based
reservation and property management solu-
tion for the tourism and hospitality industry.

Jose Quintana, chief technical officer and
chairman of the board, said the company is
“revolutionizing the way businesses manage
their reservations and properties” and its
Vestivo line of products is designed to 
“improve the efficiency of your business and

allow you to focus on what matters most —
your customers.”

“Vestivo is designed to handle large
campgrounds,” Quintana said. “We actually
have as a customer the largest RV resort in
the nation; it has thousands of fixed reserv-
able objects in our system including 
campsites, RV sites, park homes and luxury
resort homes all within the same system. 
In addition, we handle dynamic reservable
objects such as golf carts, custom vehicles,
boats and rental equipment.”

Among its other many features, Vestivo is
built on an enterprise framework able to han-
dle large transaction volumes at rapid
speeds. Its SQL server back-end, Quintana
noted, can handle multiple properties with
hundreds of thousands of customers with
ease. In addition, Vestivo has what Quintana
said was “probably one of the most sophisti-
cated and flexible rate engines in our indus-
try, and our latest version includes support for
both heuristic and discrete dynamic pricing.”

Other features includes: full customization
from custom reports to online presence inte-
gration, branding and analytics; systems inte-
gration to connect to external systems such as
meter reading, call center systems, enterprise
accounting and access control devices; 
access gate control; cashless transactions via
custom resort wrist bands; fully integrated
point-of-sale system; multi property manage-
ment; and a fully customizable online reserva-
tion system with no “per-reservation” charges.

Vestivo is web browser based, Quintana
added, meaning there is no complicated 
networks, no limit on users, updates and 
upgrades are done over the Internet and data
can be securely accessed through any 
computer with an internet connection.

Quintana also shared a list of new 
modules, features and functions currently
under beta testing at selected RV resorts and
scheduled for release this fall: advanced geo-
referenced data visualization module to track
seasonality and market source trends; 
integrated online and handheld point of sale
for concert/event reservations and ticket
sales; social media promo campaign integra-
tion; and advanced maintenance module for
service ticket management and reporting.

Pricing varies and is determined by a base
cost plus a fee based on number of camp-
sites (or other item). Most modules, such as
online reservations system and point of sale,
are extra. — Rick Kessler & Justin
Leighty WCM
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• Real Rustic Log Cabins
• Turn-Key!
• Durable and Appealing
• Highly Profitable
• Pays Off Within 1-3 Years

Real Log Park Model Cabins

1-800-684-5808 • www.keystonekabins.com

Park Model Cabins
starting at $21,900
Located in Lancaster, PA

GUEST VIEW

mom where she finds value, and does
she find it a safe environment. I ask
their dad if he is compelled to get in
the water with the kids and did 
he find his experience personally 
exciting — and why. 
This is valuable information, and

guess what? It’s free advice — from
the most important people. 
There are many consultants in the

industry who perform this service,
just as there are in any industry. Some
are more expensive than others, and
some are better than others. You can
ask around. Ask other colleagues if
they could recommend anyone.
Don’t just take the first option, either,
just like you wouldn’t take the first
doctor that you found in a phone
book because his last name started
with an “A.” 
Meanwhile, you can get started on

this on your own. Pretend you are a
consultant. Spend a few hours writ-
ing down a list of questions that you
would ask your guests. Print out 100
copies, dress in nice clothes, carry a
clipboard and hit the park. Tell the
guests you are the owner. People love
to talk to the owner — and are flat-
tered that the owner would ask them
their opinion. After collecting the in-
formation, study it. It is amazing
what you can learn from this. Then go
do some research on industry attrac-
tions to see where there can be a fit. 
If there is something that fits your

wheelhouse but you can’t afford it
one year, then perhaps you skip a
year to have enough money by the
second year to invest in it. Better to
wait than to spend the same amount
on two amenities in two years that
don’t do very much for your guests. 
Most consultants in the industry

are worth the investment because
there is so much to providing your
guests’ amenities. There are 
bathrooms, concessions, rides, water
features, maintenance issues, park-
ing lots, staffing and personnel,
safety issues and infrastructure costs
to balance. 
Consultants are usually worth it 

if you can find a good one and can 
afford it. But you can start today, on
your own.

Mark Aragona is president of 
Wizard Works Product Development
LLC, an Albany, N.Y., company that
provides water features to RV parks
and campgrounds. WCM

Mark
Aragona

Be Sure Your Park’s Amenities
Match What Your Guests Want

Sometimes, as business owners,
we don’t see the forest for the trees.
We spend so much time focusing on
what we think to be the problems
with our business that we miss obvi-
ous deficiencies that are important to
our clients. 
I recently made a visit to a 

customer’s water park to help him
identify some areas he could improve
upon. We do this often for many of
our clients as a support service. There
are many tasks on my checklist to
perform during such visits — but
none is more important than deter-
mining what types of people attend
the park. 
I discretely walk the park and jot

down how many families and the age
ranges of the children. I look to see if
there are groups of teenagers who
came together and the number of
these groups. I look to see if there are
any couples. Maybe a birthday group
came, or a baseball team, or Girl Scout
troop. I classify these groups and 
catalog the percentages of each group
relative to the total park attendance. 
The results of this report are the

owner’s bread and butter. This is his
core market. These people are where
he derives his own income to put
food on his family’s table. 
The next thing I do is examine the

rides and attractions that the park 
offers. It sounds obvious, but it is so
important that the ride selection is
matched to serve the clientele. You
would be surprised to learn how
many park owners select rides and
attractions for the wrong reasons. 
Far too often park operators select

rides because they have predeter-
mined how much money they could
invest into their business in a partic-
ular year — then go in search of an 
attraction that fits that budget. With
that mindset, it begins to matter very
little if it is hits the core business.
Another popular way attractions

are selected is by what looks “cool.”
Before they know it, years have
passed and while they have gathered
an impressive assortment of amuse-
ments to brag about, it could be that
not many of them are suited to serve
their guests. We all want to satisfy our
inner sense of success by saying that
we’ve provided enough of a selection
to satisfy everyone — but, sadly, that’s
not necessarily true. 
The next thing I do is to speak with

guests. I try to capture a large spec-
trum of visitors to get a broad view of
opinions. I ask the kids such ques-
tions as what rides were their 
favorite, how many times did they
ride the yellow slide, how long they
spent in the lazy river, have they been
to other parks that have rides that
this park should have. I ask their

Manufacturers of Quality Recreation FUNniture
www.ParkEquipment.com

1-800-376-7897
2061 Sulphur Springs Rd

Morristown, TN 37813

www.checkboxsystems.net
http://dri-dek.com
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The Man Behind Tents for Troops and 
Toutle River RV Resort Keeps Busy
‘A free campsite is very much appreciated by our
service people who really don’t make a lot of money,
but who make considerable sacrifices for our country
working very stressful jobs,’ said Charlie Curry,
founder of  Tents for Troops. ‘About 95% of the troops
who take advantage of the program are between 18
and 25 years old with one or two children.’

Charlie Curry,
the general man-
ager of Toutle
River RV Resort
in Castle Rock,
Wash., has
turned his job
into a passion for
serving the men
and women who

work in America’s armed forces.
If his name rings a bell for most people

in the campground sector and the RV indus-
try at large, it’s because of his founding of
Tents for Troops — a nationwide program
currently active in 47 states in which camp-

grounds and RV parks give away two free
nights of camping to active-duty military
members and their families. About 300 parks
are signed up for the service, and Curry ex-
pects more to join the network this summer.

He started offering free nights to military
members at his own park about nine years
ago. At that time, he was managing a band
of Australian musicians who had recorded
a song titled “Children of America” that
was a tribute to the soldiers, sailors,
marines and airmen who had protected the
island country.

“After I heard the song, I thought to 
myself, ‘Here these kids from Australia were
doing more to honor our military than I was,’

and that’s when I came up with the idea that
became Tents for Troops,” said Curry.

His goal is to reach 2,500 campgrounds,
including all the family-friendly RV parks in
the country. Rhode Island, North Dakota
and Hawaii are the only states without at
least one member park.

“It doesn’t cost a campground a penny
because they provide service only when
they have unsold space,” said Curry.
“Campgrounds can block out holidays and
other big weekends. We never want them
to give away a site that could have been
rented — just donate sites that would have
otherwise sat vacant.”

Troops seeking to use a free site must
contact the campground directly to confirm
availability. Drop-ins are not allowed, he 
explained.

Tents for Troops can give campgrounds
a letter certifying the donation’s retail value,
which can then be deducted as a charitable
contribution. The organization is a 501(c)(3)
charity and all cash donations or gifts 
in kind, like donated campsites, are 
deductible.

“Our service members love it and I get
letters all the time thanking us for making
the camping available, and our camp-
grounds often hear from them, too,” he 
explained.

While giving away a site
to a military member, camp-
grounds are many times
also selling a site or two to
the member’s friends and
extended family who want
to enjoy a vacation to-
gether.  

Many of the member
parks display the Tents for
Troops logo on their home-
page to promote the pro-
gram and show support for
the U.S. military. Curry is
visiting and calling military
bases around the country
to make sure the service-
men and women are aware
of the program.

“A free campsite is very
much appreciated by our service people
who really don’t make a lot of money, but
who make considerable sacrifices for our
country working very stressful jobs,” he
added. “About 95% of the troops who take

advantage of the program are between 18
and 25 years old with one or two children.”
(For more information or to get involved 
with Tents for Troops, visit www.tents-
fortroops.org or email Curry at tents-
fortroops@aol.com.”

Toutle River RV Resort
A Popular Park for Groups

In addition to his tireless advocacy for
Tents for Troops, Curry is the developer of
Toutle River, a 306-site campground spread
over 59 acres along Interstate 5 and adja-
cent to the Cowlitz River halfway between
Olympia, Wash., and Portland, Ore. The site

is bordered by a railroad track and can 
accommodate another 250 RVs in a 
designated rally area.

The parcel is almost a mile long and
shaped like a skinny piece of pizza, he
noted. But Curry packed a lot of activity into
the property he started building in 2003 
before opening in 2008. He also planted
4,000 trees.

The campground offers a nine-hole disc-
golf course, a new softball field and a giant
croquette course where players use soccer
balls and Big Foot mallets to compete. There
are three volleyball courts in the park and a
full basketball court under roof. Kids can
ride bikes along a designated BMX trail or
on the four miles of roads in the park.

Curry also installed two wooden saunas
that are centrally located for all campers
and large enough to accommodate up to 10
people.

Because pets are always welcome —
and always finding ways to get dirty —
Curry created a special dog bath where
pooches can get cleaned up before heading
back to the RV.

All of the amenities are provided free of
charge to guests, with the exception of a
$10 deposit to use a golf disc.

There are five covered pavilions that can
accommodate groups between 40 and 3,000
people.

The smaller pavilion is used to show fam-
ily-friendly movies on a big screen, and
plans are to make the 60-inch screen even
bigger with a better sound system. Guests
munch on free popcorn while movies are

Group gathering sites are important for a segment
of Toutle River RV Resort’s business.

Curry (center) actively reaches out to campground operators as
well as RV dealers and manufacturers to promote Tents For Troops.

www.raindeck.com
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playing almost every summer night.
The office area includes a large store

with plenty of food items, toys, souvenirs
and even rental movies. An enclosed pool
is next to a patio that features a sitting area
where families can grill out. There is also a
banquet room capable of seating up to 175
people with access to a full kitchen.

In fact, Toutle River has three outdoor
kitchens, each set up with refrigerators and
barbecue grills and a smokehouse near the
main pavilion is available for guest use.
Many people just smoke beef jerky, but a
wedding party used it to cook up 20 prime
ribs.

The tip of the lot’s “pizza slice” can’t be
used for RV sites because there’s no way
for the units to turn around, so Curry created
an exercise trail with more than a dozen 
different stations.

That trail leads down to a picnic area
near the delta of the Toutle and Cowlitz
rivers, where guests can also enjoy fishing
along 150 feet of water frontage. Curry even
set up a campfire ring, picnic tables and
playground for guests to use.

“I would say 90% of our guests walk
down there at some point during their stay,”
he explained. “It’s a great destination for a
family walk.”

One thing that greatly surprised Curry
was how many tent campers flock to Toutle
River each summer, a figure he estimates at
20% of total occupancy.

“When I first worked up my business

plan, I estimated most of our guests would
be senior citizens. I could not have been
more wrong,” said Curry. “In summer, 
we are virtually full of families and have
hundreds of, if not a thousand, kids running
around the park.

“I know most RV parks don’t like to serve
tenters, but it works for us. Even our sea-
sonal guests are middle age and younger,”
he added.

About 35% of the campsites are occu-
pied by long-term guests. But to prevent the
park from becoming “cliquey,” the seasonal
sites are scattered around the property
rather than confined into one permanent
area. He said seasonal campers don’t seem
to mind at all.

“They get to meet different neighbors
every week and everyone just seems to get
along well regardless of whether they are
staying for a few days or a few months,” he
explained.

Beyond helping the military, Curry 
believes in giving back to the local commu-
nity. He often allows school groups 
and community organizations to use the
pavilions at no cost. This spring, the park 
allowed the high school track team to set up
a 175-foot portable pole vault ramp in the
largest pavilion.

“The coach approached Ed Cutright, the
owner of our park, and explained that it was
a real hassle for the team to keep setting up
and breaking down the specialized ramp
leading to the pole and wondered if we
could help,” said Curry. “We also open the
space up to scouting groups and church
youth groups looking for a place to host a
big overnight event.”

The pavilion also is also a popular spot
for local wedding receptions and class 
reunions. A nearby building that once
served as the park’s office is now used as a

dressing room for brides and grooms. Curry
plans to add six tables with umbrellas to the
deck area and allow people to use it for
potluck dinners.

While the park has Wi-Fi, Curry plans an
upgrade to it, as well. “I installed a T-1 
connection in the park several years ago
that worked well for a long time,” he ex-
plained. “But, with more guests bringing
more devices that connect to the Internet,
the speed has slowed.” Unfortunately, he is
in an area where he can’t bring in a stronger
signal by wire, so he’s pursuing a more high-
tech option. Internet signal strength is
strong directly across the river from the
campground, so he worked out a deal with
a homeowner who faces the campground.

Technicians installed a special antenna
on the home and beam an Internet signal to
the park, which will then be distributed to 12
new towers. The homeowner gets free
ultra-high-speed Internet and Toutle River
guests will enjoy speeds that rival the 
best connections in the industry, Curry 
explained.

It is going to be a busy summer for Toutle
River RV Park. Reservations are ahead of
last year, and a mild spring brought campers
to the park earlier this year.

“The park has become my life, and the
guests have become my family,” he said. “I
get to know them and about 80% of our fam-
ilies are return customers. It’s a lot of work,
and pretty expensive to maintain a camp-
ground. But I couldn’t ask for a better
lifestyle.”—Greg Gerber WCM

Toutle River Offers
Park Model Sales
but Few Rentals
Toutle River RV Park is a licensed dealer

of park model RVs, and four or five models
are usually on display. However, the park
has few cabins for rent.

“For us, it is more profitable to sell park
models than to rent them,” said General
Manager Charlie Curry. “But the owner and
I want to buy rental units rather than 
finance them. Hopefully we’ll be able to buy
a few more in the years ahead.”

Curry even designed some of the park
models that were built exclusively for him
by Clayton Homes, located in Albany, Ore.
They include:

• An ADA-friendly unit branded Freedom.
• A park model duplex called the Eco

Plex. 
The Eco Plex was primarily designed as

a rental unit for campgrounds. “Nothing on
the market today can match the Eco Plex,
not only in terms of energy efficiency, but
also in the dozens of fire-safety elements
built into every unit,” Curry explained.

The park sells about 50 park models per
year, all of which are installed outside the
park. People often pay $10,000 to $20,000
below manufacturer’s suggested retail
prices, which makes them a really good
deal, he explained. WCM

The officer serves the RV park’s guests as well as park model RV buyers.

A variety of pavilions offer different
experiences for guests.

The RV resort’s store is large and
well stocked.

Toutle River’s property includes a lot of trees for guests to enjoy.

http://salestower@comcast.net
www.towercompany.com
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project some money and told me,
‘There’s a guy who’s starting to have a 
little bit of difficulties, can you go take a
look at it and give me your own opinion
on the project?’ My sister and I were 
already at a conference in, of all places,
Tunica, Miss. and I fly a small, private
plane — I’m always looking for excuses
of going on the next adventure — so we
decided we could go down to Gulf
Shores,” Roberts said.
“We thought, ‘Wow, Alabama is sur-

prisingly nice, this isn’t what we antici-
pated at all,’” he continued. “We were
just blown away at the beauty of the
property, the area and the people, and
so when we met with the owner the sec-
ond day he said, ‘Well I’m probably

CAMPGROUNDPROFILE

Two years ago Scott Roberts knew 
little of the Alabama Gulf Coast when a
banking partner asked for his opinion of
Lake Osprey RV Resort in Elberta, Ala.
Roberts, CEO of Roberts Resorts, flew in
with his sister, Nicole, to take a look —
and was impressed enough to buy it.
Lake Osprey RV Resort sits about 20

miles from the Gulf of Mexico and the
wide-open beaches of Gulf Shores and
Orange Beach, Ala. It’s a very competi-
tive market with more than 20 privately
owned campgrounds and the huge Gulf
State Park with nearly 500 campground
spots.
“We fell in love with Lake Osprey. 

A business partner who also owns a
bank had lent the second owner on this

Lake Osprey RV Resort Offers a Beautiful Resort 
Setting — Without the Typical Gulf Coast Crowds

standard so they’re real heavy-duty —
impact glass, heavy-duty doors, bolted
down metal roofs, Hardie Board exterior
— and it is solid and really anchored
down,” said Daniels who, along with his
wife Debbie, the resort’s operations
manager and lifestyle consultant, run
the day-to-day operation.
According to Roberts, “Lake Osprey

doesn’t really try to be what the other
area properties are, and I think that’s
what makes it unique. If you want to be
on the beach every single day and you
want to smell that ocean air, that’s not us
— but you’re going to be dealing with
traffic, you’re going to be dealing with a
lot of people and you’re going to be
probably dealing with some background
noise. At night or in the morning when
you walk around our property, you’re
hearing tons of birds because we’re
backed up to a sanctuary, and you feel
like you’re camping, even though it’s a
resort setting.
“Our lake is lined with a border of

concrete edging along the whole edge of
the lake,” Roberts continued. “I couldn’t
believe how much rain we get here.
There was a time when we got 22 inches
in 24 hours — and this property, thanks
to the original engineers, just did an
amazing job with everything draining to
that lake. And our lake also has a spill-
way that goes into a preserve and then
into a tributary that feeds into the Gulf.
So we drained really well. It speaks to the
kind of the quality and the construction
of this project because it’s a new project
and it was just well designed, well
thought-out.” And while they’re in hur-
ricane country, the park is fortunate
being inland, he added. “We’re not right
on the coast, so if we were to get a hurri-
cane we’re not going to get a storm
surge. So we have the benefits but not a
lot of the detriments that you hear
about, we are just far enough away.”

Lake Osprey is a new concept for 
the Roberts family. The rest of their RV
properties are land-lease agreements
and 55-and-older communities. 
At Lake Osprey the lots are owner-

owned. “We’re still trying to get our head
around how the lot-sales business
works. All of them except for this one are
55 and older,” Roberts said. “What’s
unique about this property is we have a
very strong winter season and we have a
just as strong, if not stronger, summer
season. So we feel for the best interest of
the lot owners that obviously if they’re
snowbirds or want to leave here, 
they can get some revenue coming on
their lots. 

‘Lake Osprey doesn’t really try to be what the other area properties are, and I think
that’s what makes it unique,’ said co-owner Scott Roberts. ‘At night or in the morning
when you walk around our property, you’re hearing tons of birds because we’re backed
up to a sanctuary, and you feel like you’re camping, even though it’s a resort setting.’

going to have to sell the property.’ So we
ended up striking an agreement and
buying it from him.”
Roberts, his sister and their brother,

Niels, are second-generation owners of
Roberts Resorts, which also owns four
RV Resorts in Arizona and one recently
added in Texas. The Roberts family 
also owns seven park model RV and
manufactured housing communities in
Texas and another in Colorado.
Lake Osprey is a 72-acre facility with

a 12-acre lake. It had only 25 lots 
completed when the Roberts family 
purchased it in 2014 but now boasts 98
finished lots which all have the space to
build Coach Homes. Each lot has a 
16-foot-by-75-foot concrete pad with
Wi-Fi and cable TV connection. The 
resort is open to Class A, C and fifth-
wheel units. Lot prices begin at $66,000. 
The resort has a large clubhouse, tiki

bar, laundry, full workout facilities, a
large heated pool, hot tub, putting
green, crafts room and a number of
pickleball courts where area champi-
onships are played. An 18-hole golf
course is next to the resort.

Ron Daniels, the resort’s general
manager and reciprocal broker, said a
Port-Home area was just zone approved
that will feature 1,300- to 1,600-square-
foot single-family homes with two bed-
rooms, two baths and a covered port for
a motorhome or fifth-wheel. “A regular
stick-built single-family home and the
way we build them here is, of course,
wood frame. We build them to hurricane

In addition to a nice lake, the park provides guests a nice palm-lined pool area.

Ron and Debbie Daniels operate the property.

Lake Osprey offers a nice resort setting in Alabama, but
is far enough from the gulf to avoid crowds and some of
the worst storm threats.
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Lake Osprey rents out sites when site owners are gone. The park enjoys two seasons and a clientele that spans multiple generations.

Campground Overview
Name: Lake Osprey RV Resort
Address: 12054 Gateway Drive, 
Elberta, AL 36530
Number of sites: 98
Physical description: Located 20
miles from the Gulf of Mexico
beaches of Gulf Shores, Ala. 
Situated on 72 acres next to a 
sanctuary. Open to Class A units 
15 years or newer, Class C and
Fifth-Wheel units 10 years or 
newer and 29th feet or longer 
Season: Open year-round
Rates: $42-$53 daily, $210-$294
weekly, $580-735 monthly (plus
power)

Website: robertsresorts.com/
resorts/lake-osprey
Contact: 888-436-6860;
lakeosprey@robertsresorts.com

Of course the 12-acre lake is a big draw at Lake Osprey. Pickleball is one of the popular recreation options at the resort.

The luxury resort setting is carried throughout the property, both inside (above) and out (left).

themselves and head home in the
spring. They’ve got their pension, their
savings, they’re a little bit unsure of the
future — they’re holding back. 
“All of a sudden,” Daniels continued,

“we started seeing Baby Boomers. They
are the people that are new ‘empty
nesters’ and they were coming back. A
lot of them are from Mississippi and
Arkansas and this is where they used to
come to the beach when they were kids.
We’re starting to see more sales there
and now we’re starting to see them as
our market. The younger Baby Boomers
have got some income coming in,
maybe they have early retirement. Those
are the kind of people we’re drawing
right now, which surprised us.”
Thanks to some savvy marketing at

the Florida RV Trade Association
(FRVTA) Tampa Supershow, online
videos, Facebook and an in-house ini-
tiative, Lake Osprey had a successful
winter season, according to Daniels. 

“Usually,” he continued, “our demo-
graphic gets quite a bit younger in the
summer months. It’s a lot of families that
want to be somewhat close to the beach
but they like that their kid can run
around and not worry about getting hit
on the street or that. The pool is a little
bit quieter and it’s smaller, quainter.
They can get their kayaks and get in the
lake, they can go down the road and play
at the local golf course that we neighbor. 
“So we really have two seasons,”

Roberts said, “which is unique for us —
our projects in Arizona have one season
and that’s the wintertime, and during
the summertime we’re lucky to have
20% occupancy.”
Daniels was surprised by the age of

the buyers. “The snowbirds leave and
that doesn’t really seem to be our market
for purchasing. They’re kind of settled,
in their 70s and 80s, they like to enjoy

“What we did was on the lakefront
lots — since you can’t run a fifth-wheel
in there — we bought a trailer caddy that
you pull planes with to hangars. It pulls
50,000 pounds,” he explained. “You
come in with a fifth-wheel and we’ll say,
‘Do you want to be on the lake?’ So we
take and we pull them up near to the
site, they unhook their vehicle, we hook
it up, pull it in to the site, and when
they’re ready to go we back them out
and send them on their way. This is a
five-star place and we take fifth-wheels,
most others don’t.”
Roberts understands that growth can

take time in properties like Lake Osprey.
“We’re well-capitalized and our horizon
for success is a lot longer than for most.
Some people would be getting discour-
aged with Lake Osprey already, only
owning it for two years and it still not
showing a profit. But we look at what’s it
going to be like five, 10 years from now.
And again it’s a much longer-term vision

of what we consider success. We’re not
impatient because we don’t have other
investors’ money in it. We can make de-
cisions and not worry about the imme-
diate return, it’s what’s the long-term
return on that investment that matters.” 
Roberts is open to continuing the

company’s growth to the east and mov-
ing into Florida. “We still have a huge
passion for the RV industry and we’re 
really bullish on it. I mean obviously RV
sales have been enormously encourag-
ing. So we base our decisions on long,
long-term plans because we just think
it’s the right thing to do. Our name is on
here. We’re Roberts Resorts. We’re not
hiding from that,” he said. —Shawn
Spence WCM

http://robertsresorts.com/resorts/lake-osprey
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RV Parks and RV Industry help Evacuees from Alberta Wildfires

As the Fort McMurray wildfires raged for
the first half of May in Northern Alberta, 
the region’s RV and campground industries
marshaled widespread relief efforts for 
victims through targeted donations or by 
providing shelter, food and other necessities.

“I’ve been pretty proud of our folks up
here — they’ve stepped up 150%,” Dan
Merkowsky, executive vice president of the
RV Dealers Association (RVDA) of Alberta,
told RVBusiness, sister publication to
Woodall’s Campground Management. “It’s
one of the busiest times of year and there are
a lot of people who are working extra hours
to help out.” 

In one instance, Merkowsky said he 
relayed a call for help to local dealers from
an Edmonton resident who had five families
of evacuees in travel trailers parked in his
cul-de-sac, all with a need for assistance 
because of full black tanks. “Within five 
minutes I had 10 dealers willing to step 
up and help out and they got totes and chem-
icals delivered really quickly.”

Although more than 20 wildfires burned
more than 500,000 acres of forest after an 
unusually warm spring and winter, it appears
the danger to populated areas had passed
by the middle of May. On May 6, the blaze hit
the town of Fort McMurray, forcing all of its
88,000 residents to evacuate. In the after-
math, with the fire now more than 100 miles
north having consumed more than 1,200
square miles of forest, officials reported two
deaths from a traffic accident during the
evacuation and more than 2,400 structures
destroyed, mostly family homes. 

In addition to reports that as much as 90%
of Fort McMurray was spared damage, the
other sliver of good news for evacuees was

that emergency funds were made available
by the province of Alberta and the Canadian
Red Cross.

From the Red Cross, each qualifying adult
will get $600 and each dependent will 
receive $300, while the Alberta government
will provide adults with $1,250 and each 
dependent with $500. The Red Cross has 
received more than $67 million in donations
for evacuee assistance, with many in the RV
industry chipping in to help. 

Among many others, the Ontario RV Deal-
ers Association (ORVDA) donated $5,000 to
relief funds, with Alberta-based dealer
Woody’s RV contributing $10,000 and British
Columbia-based Traveland RV donating
$5,000. In addition, Western RV Country
raised $12,945 to support relief efforts while
the Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association
of BC made a $5,000 donation and RVDA of
Alberta’s board donated $5,000.

With evacuees in RVs lining some streets
in Edmonton and no word yet on a return
timeline, Merkowski said the theme of the
moment seems to be “wait and see.” Tem-
porary housing was set up wherever possi-
ble including parks and gymnasiums, and all
of the local campgrounds have offered evac-
uees sites either free or deeply discounted. 

Rainbow Valley Campground is one ex-
ample, where owners offered evacuees free
camping for as long as needed although they
have limited availability of sites for larger
RVs.

“We’ve had as many as all 28 of our sites
occupied by evacuees and as few as 20 so
far,” said Tim Dey, marketing communica-
tions manager for Rainbow Valley. “Arrkan
Trailer and RV Centrehas graciously donated
five trailers so those have been made avail-

able. Anyone who calls ahead, if we have the
room, we’re saying, ‘Yeah, come on down.’” 

Dey said that many evacuees didn’t stay
longer than a day or two before moving on to
be with friends or family, while those with
fewer options are staying to see how long it
will take before they can return to find out if
their homes survived.

Jeff Redmond of family-held Bucars RV
Centre near Calgary reported a similar hold-
ing pattern for evacuees, as that city has also
welcomed an influx of former Fort McMurray
residents. 

“The residences at our two local univer-
sities are completely full of evacuees and
there are people staying in the gymnasiums
at high schools,” he said. “RV dealers in the
area are doing some things with the Red
Cross and sending some essential materials,
but as far as the rebuilding effort or where
these people are going to go in the near term,
no one really knows.”

Redmond relayed the story of a friend
who owns a car dealership in Fort McMurray
who will attempt to help 10 families who lost

their homes.
“He’s wondering, ‘How do I take care of

these people? How do I get back to work?’”
Redmond said. “I’ve been talking to him about
supplying tent trailers, because in the parking
lot he’s going to set up a campground with
electrical services and then bring in a vac
truck every two days to suck out the sewer.
But a lot of his employees are from different
parts of Canada and they have gone home
because it looks like a couple of weeks until
they know what’s going on and they don’t
know if some of these employees are even
going to come back. He doesn’t even know if
there will be a market up there any more.” 

For the time being, Redmond echoes a
common sentiment both in and out of the RV
and campground industries.

“At the moment, we really don’t know
what else we can do,” said Redmond. 
“Except, being typical RV dealers and typical
Albertans, we’re all rallying together and
saying, ‘Hey, we’re ready. You just let us
know what you need and we’re here to help
any way we can.’”—Ty Adams WCM

‘Being typical RV dealers and typical Albertans,
we’re all rallying together and saying, ‘Hey,
we’re ready. You just let us know what you need
and we’re here to help any way we can,’’ said
Jeff Redmond of Bucars RV Centre.

Evacuees flee on Highway 63 in south Fort McMurray. 

Power Breakfast —from page 3

seeing some change. “We’re seeing a more
urbanized America. I think we’re going to see
some interesting trends.”

For instance, RV buyers interested in 
destination camping have nearly tripled over
the past two years, he said. “Our industry
was built on a rural consumer. You’ve got 70%
to 80% growing up in urban and suburban 
environments.”

In addition, the Baby Boomer generation
will remain strong for the next four to eight
years, but will severely decline as a buying
segment after that.

RVIA Chairman Derald Bontrager— pres-
ident and CEO of Jayco Inc., the No. 3 RV
manufacturer — told the crowd that demo-
graphics, the love of the RV lifestyle and the
products RV builders make are driving the 
industry’s growth. “Demographics are more

produce roughly 70% of North America’s
RVs, said RVers are becoming more de-
manding of quality and the industry needs to
meet that demand. “The biggest change 
I have seen in 20, 30 years,” Liegl said, “is
we have to do things much better or we’ll be
out of business.”

Ind. Gov. Mike Pence offered the keynote
address, and other legislators included Sen.
Joe Donnelly, D-Ind., Sen. Joni Ernst, R-Iowa,
and Ind. 2nd District U.S. Rep. Jackie
Walorski, all co-chairs of Congressional RV
Caucuses, a legislative outreach of RVIA.

Mayor Tim Neese of Elkhart, Ind., and
Mayor Jeremy Stutsman of Goshen, Ind. —
two of the largest RV manufacturing cities —

also appeared at the event and addressed
the industry leaders.

The event was sponsored by KOA, RVIA,
Jayco, Forest River, Thor, Cummins Inc.,
Dicor Corp., Dometic Corp., Spartan Motors
Inc. and Wells Fargo Commercial Distribu-
tion Finance.

During the program, Sherman Golden-
berg, publisher of WCM and RVB, presented
O’Rourke with a check for $2,500 to benefit
nonprofit charity KOA Care Camps, and RV 
industry leaders sought out O’Rourke at the
end of the power breakfast to learn more
about the charity’s mission to send children
with cancer to specialized oncology camps.
—Justin Leighty  WCM

Frank Hugelmeyer

Derald Bontrager

Pete Liegl and Peter Orthwein

favorable for RVs than ever before,” he noted.
“The Baby Boomers totaling 75 million are
still our core market. On the heels of the
Boomers, however, are the Gen Xers, 
followed by the Millennials — also 75 million
strong. This suggest that the recent push and
emphasis by the industry to bring in the Gen
Xers and Millennials to the RV lifestyle is spot
on.”

Peter Orthwein, chairman of Thor Indus-
tries Inc., and friendly rival Pete Liegl,CEO of
Forest River Inc. — the two Elkhart-based
companies constantly vying for the No. 1 RV
manufacturing slot — offered a “fireside
chat” for the sold-out crowd.

“We see the industry still as very strong
and don’t see any problems on the horizon
right now,” Orthwein said.

Liegl, for his part, said, “I think we’re in the
right place at the right time.”

Both men, whose companies combined
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VENDORSCAPES
DIY Park Benches, Utility Vehicles,
Amusements and More for RV Parks

They’ve entered the campground
market with the LANDMaster line to
offer direct commercial products to
campgrounds. “We’re looking to build
the commercial side of the business,”
said Delong, long-time marketing
chief for the company. The vehicles
are ideal for security or maintenance
needs, he said.
The line offers a choice of power

plant and a variety of options, from
an entry-level light-duty model
through medium-duty and heavy-
duty models that seat from two to
four people and offering dump beds
that can easily be converted to a rear
seat. The line has a mix of two- and
four-wheel-drive vehicles and a vari-
ety of color options, plus a variety of
accessories and colors. To contact the
company, go to amsportworks.com
or call 800-643-7332.

Aquaventronics 
Aquaventronics, which designs,

manufactures and markets interac-
tive attractions and games, has struck
upon a new line of interactive games
that company officials said are tailor-
made for campgrounds. Brian

Legary, president of the Winnipeg,
Manitoba-based firm, said Aquaven-
tronics late last year acquired The
Brothers Grimm games, a line of mid-
way-style games that come in self-
contained stackable cases. The case
opens up to accept any one of dozens
of different interchangeable types of
classic games, such as ring-toss and
knock-down — and each is often
available in different themes, includ-
ing clowns, zombies and sports.
When done, everything fits inside the
29-x-24-x-12½-inch (closed) case. 
“The brilliant thing about the

games is that they come with legs or
you can put them on tables, but
everything is self-contained. It 
collapses down and the units will
stack up for storage. There are tons 
of different themes, they’re all 

ConcreteBenchMolds.com 
This Framingham, Mass., com-

pany has rolled out its namesake
product to the campground market.
According to the company, its simple
molds allow workers with limited
skills to build beautiful, durable and
inexpensive park benches.

The company provides pre-fabri-
cated, construction-grade molds de-
veloped by Robert Merusi, former
park and recreation director for the
Town of Framingham. With these
molds, workers build left and right
concrete bench leg supports that,
when assembled together with stan-
dard 2x4s, produce park benches that
are designed to last for years of
rugged use. If you can mix concrete
and drill a hole, you can build park
benches with these reusable molds.
According to Merusi, “The 

purchase of a very similar style, fully
assembled bench will cost in excess
of $1,000 once you include shipping
costs. You can build your own park
benches with a set of our molds for
less than $100 in materials and a few
hours of labor.” The company also 
offers a no-questions-asked return
policy with a 45-day money-back
guarantee. Visit the company’s 
website at concretebenchmolds.com
for more information. There are 
discounts for ordering two or more
sets, and shipping is free.

American SportWorks LANDMaster
American SportWorks of Fort

Wayne, Ind., manufactures utility ve-
hicles in Roseland, La. It got its start
as Manco, building go-karts, but has
built utility vehicles for stores to put
their own labels on for many years,
according to Tom Delong.

Brian Legary, president of Aquaventronics.

American SportWorks LANDMaster.

http://southeastpublications.com
www.airwaveadventurers.com
mailto:sales@airwaveadventurers.com
www.workamper.com
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Delivering Breaking
News Directly to You!
Want to read the same extensive coverage of the outdoor
hospitality industry found in this issue ofWoodall’s Camp-
ground Management — every business day?

Here’s where you’ll find it.

Updated more than a dozen times daily, the Woodall’s Campground
Management website — www.woodallscm.com — is the “go to” 
Internet news address for owners and operators of North America’s
RV parks and campgrounds, as well as executives and managers of
companies providing the industry with products and services.

NOW, we’ve made it even easier to stay current with events that 
impact your workplace. When you subscribe to the WCM news feed,
we deliver Breaking News briefs directly to your email! 

Subscribing is simple.
• Log on to the Woodall’s Campground Management
website at: www.woodallscm.com

• Go to the “Campground Management News Delivery”
box on the right side of the page.

• Enter your email address in the box.
• Click on the green “Go” button.
• That’s it — you’re done!

Please note: All subscriptions to woodallscm.com’s
daily email news updates are authenticated by our
subscription service. Once you enter your email ad-
dress and submit the form, you will receive a veri-
fication message which requires that you respond
to it before your subscription is activated.

interchangeable, so you could buy
five of these cases and buy extra 
inserts to switch them up,” Legary
said. For more information, visit
www.thebrothersgrimmgames.com
or call 407-777-3959.

Bouncing Angels 
Bouncing Angels is looking to

break into the camping industry 
as more and more park owners are
discovering how inflatable slides,
bounce houses and obstacle courses
— among other items —  can attract
guests to their campgrounds.
Based in Azusa, Calif., Bouncing

Angels is a 14-year-old company that
offers more than 700 different inflat-
ables, including jumpers, slides,
combo units, water slides, slip-and-
slides and related accessories.
Bouncing Angels also offers custom
inflatables, such as branded arches.
Sales Manager Gary Haytaian,

who mentioned all inflatables are
made at the company’s California fa-
cility, said the whole idea is for chil-
dren to have fun. “And the parents are
happy because when the kids are

playing they get tired, so at 7 or 8 o’-
clock they can go to sleep,” he said,
adding that custom orders can be 
fulfilled as quickly as 10 days.
“We have the highest quality and

the greatest selection in the inflat-
able industry. Customer satisfaction
is our No. 1 goal. When you purchase
a Bouncing Angels inflatable you 
receive our experienced staff, plus
state-of-the-art technology and the
culmination of years of innovative
designs. All of our units come with
the longest warranty in the indus-
try.” For more information visit
www.bouncingangels.com.

Coach Cliff’s GaGa Ball Pits
One of the more recent play-

ground activities to make its way
into campgrounds is GaGa Ball. 
Believed to have originated in Israel
— “Ga” means “hit” or “touch” in 
Hebrew — GaGa Ball consists of a
lightweight bouncy or foam ball and
an octagon enclosure known as the
“GaGa Ball Pit.” The object of the
game is to hit the ball at or below 
opponents’ knees to eliminate them
from the pit. The last one left in the
GaGa Ball Pit is the winner.

Cliff Silverman discovered the
game in 2010 and liked it so much he
developed an affordable system to
quickly build GaGa Ball Pits. 
He has two different shapes of

GaGa ball pits — octagon or hexagon
— and two different wall heights: 24
inches or 30 inches. He also has a 
44-inch high wall octagon kit, but 
he said that tends to be more of a
specialty item. Most campgrounds,
he added, opt for the Octagon 30H.
While customers must provide

their own wood, kits include UV-
protected, powder-coated steel
brackets, hardware, ball and tem-
plates for cutting the lumber to fit.
Optional accessories include extra

balls, covers for the tops of the walls,
carpet squares for indoor use and
ADA-compliant doorway. Compos-
ite wood is also an option.
New for 2016 is a Tabletop GaGa

Ball Pit. It’s a 3-inch high GaGa ball
pit that people play using their 
fingers and a glow-in-the-dark Super
Ball. It easily sets up and tears down
for storage so people can bring it any-
where and play at any time. “It’s per-
fect for that rainy day, or at nighttime
playing it on the floor in the camper,”
Silverman said. For more information
visit www.gagaballpits.com.

Commercial Recreation Specialists 
Long known for its wide variety of

fun and games that can be played on
land or in the water, Commercial
Recreation Specialists (CRS) contin-
ues to add to its product lineup 
as well as items that can help grand-
parents enjoy the activities, too.

Andy Berens, CRS sales manager,
said the Verona, Wis.-based com-

pany saw a need to include the older
generation in with the family fun. A
campground that includes a variety
of CRS shade structures, swim floats
and other passive elements at the
lakeshore means grandparents can
now enjoy watching the rest of their
family enjoy the other CRS products,
like the Wibit inflatable obstacle
course, out on the lake.
Berens had difficulty singling out a

new product to highlight since the
companies CRS represents all debut
new items each year, but he said the
Corcl seems to be gaining traction
early on. Shaped like a bowl, the Corcl
is a durable, low-maintenance, 
double-hulled, extremely buoyant,
polyethylene boat that will provide
hours of entertainment for campers
as they paddle around, spin or
progress through balance challenges. 
“We have several different models

of the SUP boards and we also sell
kayaks and paddle boats, and the
Corcl and kind of rounds out our
pedal and paddle fleet,” Berens said.
For more information, visit
www.crs4rec.com. WCM

Gary Haytaian of Bouncing Angels.

Cliff “Coach Cliff” Sliverman talks GaGa ball.

The Corcl is one of the new popular CRS
introductions.
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TACO —from page 3

presentation by Thao Nguyen and Mike
Nissley of CBRE Commercial Real Estate
Services, who talked about increasing 
institutional investor interest in acquiring RV
parks and resorts.

Nguyen noted that institutional investors
such as Chicago-based Equity LifeStyle
Properties and Southfield, Mich.-based Sun
Communities Inc. have already acquired
many of the nation’s top-tier resorts and are
now starting to invest in parks they wouldn’t
have considered acquiring before.

Nguyen said that park operators who can

document rising income for their parks are
getting the highest prices for their properties.

The first day’s activities concluded with a
happy hour meet-and-greet session with
campground industry vendors and TACO’s
first ever casino night with slot machines and
casino game tables. 

The second day’s activities started off with
an educational seminar by Jayne Cohen, a
former campground operator and industry
consultant based in Meredith, N.H., who
warned park operators about the importance
of communicating with guests and encour-
aging them to voice any concerns they may
have about an operator’s park facilities,
amenities or service while they are still at the
park.

“The public is very demanding,” she said,
“and when they don’t get what they want,
they put it on the Internet.” 

Cohen said today’s consumers trust the
opinions of strangers more than they trust the
businesses they are dealing with. This puts
added pressure on park operators to satisfy
guest expectations. “The goal,” Cohen said,
“is to deliver the precise experience that your
ideal camper wants.”

Cohen added that park operators need to
be more innovative and flexible in addressing
guest concerns. She cited an example of one
way to deal with tent campers who march
into your office demanding a refund when it
rains.

Most parks don’t offer refunds if it rains.
But Cohen said she has handled this type of
situation by offering unhappy tent campers a
night in one of her cabins at no extra charge.
It’s an effective strategy, she said, and one
that brings immediate smiles to unhappy
faces. “You need to take ‘tragical’ moments
and turn them into magical moments,” she
said, adding once tent campers get a taste 
of cabin camping, they often abandon the 
former in favor of the latter, which is 
ultimately better for a park’s bottom line.

This kind of customer service approach,
she said, also transforms campers into 
advocates for you and your park.

Cohen added that park operators should
encourage their guests to voice their con-
cerns or complaints so that their problems
can be handled before they leave the park.
She added that park operators should include
a specific line item in their budgets to cover
the costs of “problem resolution” involving
guests.

“In the hospitality industry,” she said,
“guest satisfaction is how you measure 
success. Success is not just measured by
your financial situation.”

Cohen also encouraged park operators to
reconsider the practice of charging cancel-
lation fees and should instead give their
guests credits for future stays. “Make sure
the policies you have at your park that work
in today’s world,” she said.

Day two of TACO’s Spring Meeting 
included the association’s annual tradeshow,
which took place with 39 vendors. The
tradeshow was followed by a presentation by
Larry Brownfield, director of franchise devel-

opment for Kampgrounds
of America Inc. (KOA), who
noted that many camp-
ground operators are 
underestimating the mag-
nitude and market potential
that tent campers bring to
the industry. “People are
missing opportunities with
tenters,” Brownfield said.

And while many park
operators have been re-
ducing or eliminating their
tent sites after having bad
experiences with tent
campers, Brownfield said
the problems often stem

from tent sites that are priced too low. “Price
points can determine the kind of tenters you
have,” he said.

Another lucrative niche of the camp-
ground business, Brownfield said, is rental
accommodations, which attract 21% of
America’s campers — roughly the same per-
centage of campers who camp in an RV.

“Accommodations give us the most satis-
fied customers and the highest rate of 
return,” he said.

Day three of TACO’s Spring Meeting in-
cluded a presentations by Lee and Terrance
Resnick of Resnick Associates, a nationally
recognized life insurance advisory and imple-
mentation planning firm with offices in
Kansas City, Mo., and Harrisburg, Pa. 

Lee Resnick noted that while 90% of the
businesses in the U.S. are family owned and
controlled, two out of three businesses will
not survive from the first to the second 
generation, either because the original 
owners can’t let go or because of a lack of

succession planning.
He noted that many people

make mistakes with the way they
list themselves on their life insur-
ance, which results in their heirs
having to pay much higher taxes
than they would have had to pay 
if they had listed themselves prop-
erly.

“The ownership of the life insur-
ance policy must be set up cor-
rectly,” he said, adding that it’s
important for business operators to
have a professional independently
review their life insurance and
other succession planning docu-
ments to make sure that everything
has been done correctly and that it meets
their succession planning objectives. 

“Most business owners do not under-
stand the insurance they have,” Resnick said.
“This leads to problems with succession
planning.”

Schaeffer presented TACO’s annual
awards during a closing luncheon attended
by campground owners, vendors and indus-
try officials. The award winning parks 
included:

• Barefoot Bay Marina in Pittsburg, Park
of the Year, Medium Park Category.

• Rayford Crossing RV Resort in Spring,

Park of the Year, Large Park Category.
• Rayford Crossing, Best Marketing Pack-

age.
• Katy Lake RV Resort in Katy, Best 

Accommodations.
In addition to recognizing top campgrounds,

TACO presented a Supplier of the Year Award
to Austin-based Rowley Insurance.

Schaeffer also presented a host park
recognition award to Greta Bossenbroek of
Grand Rapids, Mich.-based Northgate Hold-
ings, which acquired Guadalupe River RV
Resort late last year and is converting the
park into a Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park
Camp-Resort. — Jeff Crider WCM

Debra and Brian Schaeffer pose with Gwen and Billy Craig of
Rayford Crossing RV Resort.

Paul Crouteau of Utility Supply Group talks with TACO
members at the show.

www.phelpshoneywagon.com
www.pelland.com


60 SITE CAMPGROUND
Rated 4 Stars by Woodalls

All Pull-Thru Sites
Bath House with Showers

Laundromat • Propane Sales
Beautifully Landscaped 

31 Unit Mini Storage Rental
114 ACRE FARM

(Sold with campground or separately)

8,000 Sq Ft STEEL BUILDING
2 Miles East of I-55
Sikeston, Missouri
Serious Inquiries Call

Alex at 573-472-1339

For Sale By OwnerFor Sale By Owner

Beautiful Vermont campground in a tourist 
location. 20 acres with 90 total campsites, 
1/3 seasonal to bring in winter income. 20,
30, 50 amp electric, water, sewer, back-in and
pull thru RV sites. Large recreation hall, bath
house, game room and laundry. Heated pool,
swimming pond, playground, camp store &
propane fill station. 2 bedroom, 2 bath home
with basement, attached garage and shed.
Great location off of the interstate for easy 
access. $850k, no owner financing available.
Email campgroundforsale@aol.com for details. 

Stunning Vermont Campground for Sale!

WANTED!
RV Park near
Metro Area

or Large City!

240-600-2304 or
jasonsharer@gmail.com

CAMPGROUND

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Advertising Rates are $1 per word, minimum $15 per ad. Payment
must accompany order. Closing date is the first of the month preceding
month of publication. Published monthly. Make remittance payable to
Woodall’s Campground Management, 2901 E. Bristol St., Ste. B, Elkhart, IN 46514

HELP WANTED
CAMPGROUND MANAGERS
Travel Resorts of America is expanding
and is seeking both experienced and po-
tential managers to join our professional
management team as operations man-
agers or managers in training. For more
information about current and future
openings, please contact Robert Bouse at

rbouse@travelresorts.com. “Have Fun,
Make Money” with an industry leader!

FOR SALE
300 GALLON PHELPS HONEY
WAGON with 5.5 HP Honda. Used 3
seasons, excellent condition. Park has
gone full hookup. Call: 304-445-2203
for details.
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Woodall’s 4-Star 2015. 31-1/2 acres, 200 sites
(all with water & 30 amp, some with sewer & 50
amp), 2 bathhouses with flush toilets & showers,
2 laundromats, playground with Rainbow unit,
36' x 64' heated pool (new 2013), 7,000 sq foot
event building, 26' x 56' mobile home (3 BR, 2
full baths). $2.5 million.
Cannon Falls Campground, Cannon Falls, MN

507-263- 3145 or cell 612-709-9895
www.cannonfallscampground.com

Campground For Sale by Owner
GOOD SAM RV PARK 

FOR SALE
TALLAHASSEE EAST 
CAMPGROUND
PLEASE CALL: 
850-997-3890
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Business is Up at the Lone Star
State’s RV Parks and Campgrounds
Many park operators across Texas

reported higher occupancy levels this
year.
In many cases, the increased occu-

pancy levels reflect new construction
and business activity in the Lone 
Star State’s oil and gas industries as
construction workers, consultants and
other temporary employees flock to
Texas to take advantage of new work
opportunities. 
But parks that cater to Winter 

Texans and families are also seeing
stronger business levels this year.

Fort Amarillo RV Park in Amarillo is
the busiest it’s ever been since the park
opened in 2003, said Bobby Prescott,
who runs the 105-site park with his fa-
ther, Gary, and his mother, Lizzie Mae.
In northeast Texas, the Jellystone

Park at Whispering Pines RV & Cabin
Resort has seen a 16% increase in busi-
ness volume through April of this year
compared to the same period last year,
according to park co-owner Don Tardy.
He added that this year’s statistics

would be even higher had it not been
for a surge in occupancy in early 2015
due to an influx of extended-stay
guests who were working on local oil
refinery projects.
“We are expecting our volume to be

at least 20% above our 2015 numbers,”
he said. “We really expect to be 25% to
30% over 2015.”

Rayford Crossing RV Resort in
Spring, in the Woodlands area just
north of Houston, is also experiencing
its highest occupancy levels in the 
11-year history of the park. 
“Our park consistently has one of

the highest occupancy levels in the
state for not being a monthly park,”
park co-owner Gwen Craig said,
adding that only about half of the
park’s guests are there for extended 
periods of time.
Some parks along the Texas border

with Mexico also report stronger busi-
ness levels. 

Broke Spoke RV Park in Del Rio,
along the Mexican border, has also
seen a dramatic turnaround in its 
business since 2010, when violence 
between drug cartels in Mexico 

frightened tourists away from the 
border area. 
“It’s taken a long time for business

to come back,” said Mike McCarson,
who owns the 80-site park in Del Rio. 
He said this is the first he has seen

normal numbers of tourists coming
through his area to see Big Bend 
National Park and other sites along the
border. He attributes the business 
recovery to the cessation of media 
coverage about violence in Mexico.
The good news, he said, is that Texans
are started to visit Big Bend again and
that brings more people to his park
and to the border region. 
Other parks close to the Mexican

border are also seeing higher business
levels this year.
Business levels are up 9% so far this

year at Oleander Acres RV Park in 
Mission, despite the recent downturn
in the number of Winter Texans visiting
the Rio Grande Valley, according to
park co-owner Salome Welliver. 
“We were up this year, as compared

to the last three years we had been
down, which is surpris-ing considering
the Winter Texan population has
shrunk in the Rio Grande Valley from
150,000 to 100,000. The aging out of
older Winter Texans and the Canadian
dollar being so weak are the main two
reasons.”
However, Welliver said Mission

Mayor Norberto Salinas is working on
a new strategy to attract new Winter
Texans and bring that number up.
“We absolutely expect a stronger

winter season this year. More Baby
Boomers that are newly retired will 
realize that the Rio Grande Valley is the
most economical way to escape winter
weather,” she said.
Further to the east, Hatch RV Park

in Corpus Christi is seeing very strong
business levels, thanks to the expan-
sion of the city’s oil refinery business 
as well as the Port Rail expansion 
pro-ject, which has brought lots of
construction workers into the area.

“We’re 100% full,” said park 
co-owner Cheryl McLaughlin, adding
that she’s planning to ex-pand the park
later this year. — Jeff Crider  WCM

Deb Kohls Joins MCPS, Will Lead Push in 
Western Campground, Hotel, B&B Markets 

Merchants Choice Payment Solutions
(MCPS), a provider of payment-processing
services to the campground sector, 
announced that it plans to expand its reach
to the hotel and bed-and-breakfast industries
in California.

Deb Kohlswill
head up west
coast operations
for MCPS and its
new hotel-fo-
cused subsidiary,
HotelStar PS, 
the company 
announced.

“Deb lives in
California,” said

Art Lieberman, president of MCPS, adding
that he and Deanne Bower, the company’s
vice president, “were wondering how to

launch a marketing campaign to acquire new
customers for our hotel/motel/bed-and-
breakfast credit card processing company.
Deb became the obvious solution.”

Kohls has experience working with camp-
grounds and hotels and reservation software
companies.

Her plans are for an aggressive marketing
strategy to familiarize the hotel industry with
the 11 years of experience that MCPS has
had in the campground industry, having 
obtained nearly 600 customers and producing
revenues exceeding $75 million a year.

Lieberman and Bower said they will be
training Kohls in the unique services offered
by the companies. Although Kohls is perfect
for the Pennsylvania-based MCPS regard-
ing hotels, she also will be helpful in increas-
ing the customer base for campgrounds on
the West Coast.    WCM
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Campgrounds/RV Parks
ME - NH - VT - NY

Don Dunton – one of America’s most 
experienced Campground/RV Park Brokers
………………………………………………

This month’s featured listings:
Maine Geological Wonder Tours, Campground,
Gift Shop, Museum, House, More. Most popular
ocean-tourist town in state. Reduced. 
Now Only $725,000!
Campground/Canoe Livery. 100 sites, 175 
Canoes/Kayaks, Quality Park, Store, Residence.
1,000' of New England’s most recreational River.
Now $1,150,000
NH - 68 sites, Pool, Pond, Residence, Major
Tourist Highway, More. $549,000
ME -100 Sites, 2 Houses(1gutted), Pool, Large Office/
store/rec rooms. More, Pretty Park $775,000
………………………………………………

I have several large parks to $4,100,000.
(Qualified Buyers, only - please.)

Contact Don for these and other listings.
www.BuyaCampground.com
Don @BuyaCampground.com

603-755-3944

For Sale by Owner

WANTED!
RV parks with water feature 
(lake, river, ocean), or near major 
attraction. Prefer 200+ sites with
high number of seasonal residents,
but will consider smaller parks
(with or without water feature), if
have high seasonal occupancy in 
desirable location near attractions.
Family and/or retirement. Rural 
or city location. We will decide
quickly and pay all cash or 
structure sale to meet your needs.
We are experienced RV park 
owners and assure confidentiality.
Brokers welcome. 
Please call or email us today:

  Phone: 518-725-2003
Email: usresorts@outlook.com

“Specializing in RV PARKS and
CAMPGROUNDS FOR SALE”

Over 30 Years Experience

www.rvparksforsale.com
Our Experience And Expertise = SOLD

612 Sidney Baker St.  •  Kerrville, Texas 78028
Phone: 830-896-5050  •  Fax: 830-896-5052

Campground Brokers, we
have a 30-year proven track 

record of selling parks!
• We know the campground industry.
• We help educate buyers to this industry.
• We meet the buyer to remove contingencies.
• We personally attend every closing.
• We are available to help – before, during, and even years
after the sale!

• We promise to always tell you the truth…even if it hurts!

We would like the opportunity to help you in the same way; contact
us at 800-648-1624 or email to: info@campgroundbrokers.com

MICHIGAN CAMPGROUNDS FOR SALE
SEVERAL CAMPGROUNDS AVAILABLE

Including in North Central, South

East and West Michigan Regions

BRIGGS REALTY
www.briggsrealtyonline.com
616-942-1071

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

RV Park for Sale By Owner
1/2 mile off  I-90
Between Mt. Rushmore & Yellowstone
Devils Tower Exit
56 RV sites, 25 tent sites, 2 cabins
Heated swimming pool
Store, laundry, game room, propane
Owners apartment above store/office
Approximately 7 acres
City water, City sewer, CATV
Good Sam Rating 9
30-50 amp pull thru sites
$1,000,000 +
Serious buyers only / No brokers

Bernie 307-282-0023

Location, Location, Location...

PARK BROKERAGE INC.

John Grant/Park Brokerage Inc. 
john.grant11510@gmail.com • 800-987-3363 • Fax 858-530-2368

www.parkbrokerage.com

Riviera RV Resort on the 
Colorado River, Blythe, CA
175 RV Sites, 9 Park Models, Pool, 
Spa, Boat Launch.13.3% Cap Rate, 
28 Year Extendable Ground Lease.
$2,500,000 with Assumable and 
Seller Financing.

Pine Flat Lake RV Park, 
Sierra, NV Foothills 
Near Fresno, CA
200 RV Sites with All Year Round, 
Permanents. Very Popular Water Skiing 
& Fishing Lake. Low Rents, 
Seller Financing at 5%, $3,000,000.

Giant Redwoods RV Park 
& Campground, Humboldt
County Redwoods State Park
53 RV & 24 Tent Sites on the Eel River 
on the Avenue of the Giants Highway.
Newly Renovated, Low Rates. $1,625,000,
8.9% Cap Rate, 17% Cash Flow.

Oxbow Estates RV Park
$1,150,000
Payson, AZ 
49 Large Spaces + 6 Apartments and
Owner/Manager Home. Beautiful Mountain 
Setting in the Pines just Hour from Phoenix.
20 Degrees Cooler in the Summer!

Turnkey 30 FHU campground 
located on busy I-70 in

Eastern Colorado. Quick closing.  
ONLY $189K.

+ Nice 4 bedroom stick home
ONLY $110K.

Must be purchased together.
970-664-2218

jlensz@outlook.com

www.campgroundbrokers.com
mailto:hess@campgroundsforsale.com
www.campgroundsforsale.com
mailto:sjm@khco.com
mailto:tracyl@khco.com


CALENDAR OF EVENTS

JULY

11-15: National School of RV Park
and Campground Management
Western Campus
Metro State University
Denver, Colo.
Contact: 303-681-0401

AUGUST

15-17: Tennessee Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds Annual
Conference and Trade Show
Smoky Mountain Premier RV Resort
Cosby, Tenn.
Contact: 865-685-5339

SEPTEMBER

13-14: Northeast Campground 
Association Great Escape 2016
Hickory Hill Family Camping Resort
Bath, N.Y.
Contact: 860-684-6389,
cyndy@campnca.com

14-18: America’s Largest RV Show
Giant Center, Hershey, Pa.
Contact: 888-303-2887

19-21: Virginia Campground 
Association Annual Meeting
Candy Hill Campground
Winchester, Va.
Contact: 703-291-0657

27: California Association of 
RV Parks and Campgrounds 
Fall RV Park Day
Rancho Jurupa Park and
Crestmore Manor
Jurupa Valley, Calif.
Contact: 530-885-1624

OCTOBER

25-26: Ohio Campground Owners
Association Fall Conference and
Park Operators On Tour
Courtyard Marriott
Lima, Ohio
Contact: 614-221-7748

NOVEMBER

3-5: Campground Owners of 
New York 2016 Exposition for the
Outdoor Hospitality Industry
Turning Stone Resort
Verona, N.Y.
Contact: 585-586-4360

6-10: Leisure Systems Inc. (LSI) 
Symposium and Trade Show
Northern Kentucky Convention
Center and Embassy Suites
Covington, Ky.
Contact: Dean Crawford, 
513-831-2100 ext. 12
dcrawford@leisure-systems.com

8-11: National Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds Outdoor
Hospitality Conference and Expo
Fort Worth Convention Center
Fort Worth, Texas
Contact: 303-681-0401

14-17: Kampgrounds of America
Convention and Expo
Chattanooga Convention Center
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Contact: 406-254-7416,
shuck@koa.net

20-23: Camping In Ontario
Convention and CampEx
Sheraton On The Falls
Niagara Falls, Ontario
Contact: Krista Bethune, 
877-672-2226
kbethune@campinginontario.ca

29-Dec. 1: Recreation Vehicle 
Industry Association
National RV Trade Show
Kentucky Expo Center
Louisville, Ky.
Contact: www.rviashow.org

DECEMBER

12-14: Pennsylvania Campground
Owners Association Convention
and Trade Show
Penn Stater Hotel
State College, Pa.
Contact: 610-767-5026

FEBRUARY 2017

20-24: National School of RV Park
and Campground Management —
Eastern Campus
Oglebay Resort
Wheeling, W.V.
Contact: 303-681-0401

MARCH

1-3: Missouri Association of 
RV Parks and Campgrounds
Spring Meeting
Ramada Plaza Hotel and Oasis 
Convention Center
Springfield, Mo.
Contact: 573-337-0543

3-4: Ohio Campground Owners 
Association Spring Conference
and Trade Show
Embassy Suites Columbus Airport
Columbus, Ohio
Contact: 614-221-7748

15-19: Wisconsin Association of
Campground Owners Spring 
Conference and Trade Show
Holiday Inn Convention Center
Stevens Point, Wis.
Contact: 608-525-2327

16-18: Northeast Campground 
Association Northeast Conference
on Camping and Trade Show
Radisson Hotel Nashua
Nashua, N.H.
Contact: 860-684-6389 WCM
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AQUA-CYCLE WATER TRIKES

800-970-2688 • aquatic-adventures.com

Aqua-Cycle Water Trikes are an adventure on the water for all ages.
Their innovative design and durable materials allow Aqua-Cycle
Water Trikes to traverse lakes, rivers and beaches with ease. Water
sports locations rate Aqua-Cycles® at the top of their paddle boat
rental list. Adults and children alike enjoy the safe, smooth ride.

Small Investment That Keeps on Working • Built to Last – Easy to Maintain • Made in
USA! • Environmentally Safe and Eco-Friendly • No Age Restrictions – Fun for All Ages

Manufacturers of Quality Recreation FUNniture
www.ParkEquipment.com

1-800-376-7897
2061 Sulphur Springs Rd

Morristown, TN 37813

http://www.go-usg.com
http://aquatic-adventures.com

